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Trom Postcards to ¿Potential: £U's'Journeytowards a <3iose-Ì<iìit Community
SHELLEY HEANEY

Contributor
Many students are silenced by the stress
of friends, family, college life and grades.
The Residential Assistants (RA) of Arc and
Stubbs Residential Halls, however, were
breaking down the barriers of Longwood's
community to reveal the struggles that are
hidden behind sealed lips.
Since Oct. 16, black envelopes labeled
"Longwood Secrets" were available in
neat stacks across the residence halls. With
simple directions inside, students were
instructed to anonymously add a secret
to the blank paper. After returning it to
the envelope, students were encouraged
to place them in the "on campus" slot at
the post office for the event. The cut off for
submitting secrets was Oct 26 at 2 p.m.
Event Coordinators Abbey Cheney and
Kayla Stover revealed the spark behind the
movement: "Jessica Young of the 2011-2012
Arc and Stubbs staff originally came up
with the idea, and we wanted to continue
it in hopes of making it the Arc and Stubbs
staff tradition."
Seeing as this is Longwood Secrets'
second year, they hope that the "Longwood
community will be able to identify with
each other more," and "open themselves
up to people who can relate to them and
look at the world with more of an openmind."
The event was held on Saturday, Oct. 27
in the Lankford Student Union Ballroom.

The room was set up modestly with
round tables with candles and blue and
clear stones in the center. Against «rflae
tablecloth, 12 secrets were plai
every section. Long tables along the
had secrets posted on black presentation
boards. A slideshow containing the secrets
from last year's event was projected in the
back of the room.
Cheney and Stover also revealed the new
improvements for the second annual event,
stating that "a debriefing room in which
volunteers from various organizations,
such as the Wellness Center and the
Respond to Acts of Violence Effectively
(RAVE) committee, would be available to
talk and hopefully provide assistance to
those in need." Offering these resources to
students who need to discuss emotional
or psychological issues troubling them
reveals a deeper meaning behind the event.
Anitra Simmons, resident education
coordinator for Arc and Stubbs resident
halls, talked the positive outcomes of the
event, such as providing resources for
students who are struggling with issues.
Knowing that there are always people who
are willing to listen to their issues can help
urge a student to discuss their personal
struggles. Another goal of the event was
to promote self-reflection. Becoming selfaware of a student's personal needs will
aid them in receiving the help that they
need and deserve.
Stubbs RA Molly Bouffard commented
on the effectiveness of the event, saying,
"people realize that they are not alone." A

new addition to th ev^n^^heResponse
students who were
Table r e a t i n i out
its event. Asking if
feet on [them] toddy,"
;ain feedback about
controversial
/
Responses about mgprevipjir'year' s
event were conflicted, some thinking that it
was too extreme for the campus to handle.
Simmons responded by saying that she
felt the event was appropriate for the
community. Longwood Secrets was geared
in a positive direction for educational
value. By showing that the campus has so
many similar secrets, Simmons hopes to
urge students to overcome their personal
struggles.
Senior Ethan Lasris commented on the
similarity of the secrets, saying that the
secrets seemed to be "copies of each other."
By revealing that everyone seemed to have
similar issues, he agreed that the event
helped show the community that they are
never really alone. ,
Sophomore Shannon Bateman agreed
with Lasris' views. "You are not alone.
There is a community to help you out," she
said.
Different viewpoints were pulled out
of the event with the notion not to judge
somebody because everyone is enduring
their own personal battles. Susannah
Deeds, a sophomore, said that someone
"can't tell who people are Just by looking
at them."
SEE " L O N G W O O D " , PG. 5
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Sandy Causes Delays French Hall Renovation into IITS Department Continues
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
The inclement weather
from "superstorm" Sandy,
the former hurricane that the
National Weather Service
later declared a post-tropical
cyclone, caused Longwood
University to cease operations
Monday afternoon through
Tuesday morning.
Longwood University courses
were cancelled beginning at 2
p.m. Monday through 11 a.m.
Tuesday. The Farmville Area
Bus stopped operation at 2:45
p.m. Monday and resumed
transportation services at 9:45
a.m. Tuesday.
Bob Beach, chief of the
Longwood University Police
Department, said the decision
to run operations as usual
until Monday afternoon was
made as per the university's
Emergency Operations Plan.
Beach said the university's
Crisis
Management
and
Emergency Operations Center
teams met several days. in
advance to begin discussing
how the storm could possibly
affect uie university.
According to Beach, the
teams
closely
monitor
weather reports, the news
and information from state
agencies to make decisions
about university operations.
Beach said the two teams
waited until Monday morning
at 4 a.m. to make a decision
about university operations
because it is important to "get
as much accurate and timely
data as we can to make the
decision" but still "make a

decision in time enough so we
can get the word out to those
people who do have to travel."
While Beach said the teams
felt the wind and rain were not
severe enough earlier Monday
to stall university operations,
they did want to keep the
safety of commuter students
and faculty and staff in mind.
On Tuesday, the Virginia
Department of Emergency
Management reported that
there were two traffic-related
fatalities in Richmond caused
by Sandy's inclement weather;
so vehicle safety remained
an issue for university
commuters.
Beach said it was important
for the teams to consider the
"hundreds of people who
come away from faraway
places to sufficiently get here
to run the operation of the
university."
At 8 a.m. on Tuesday morning,
Beach said the teams met one
more time to "reevaluate and
make sure we were still on,,
track." He said after looking át
the conditions, opening at 1)
a.m. on Tuesday still seemed to
be the safe decisión. "Overall,
the best we could determine,
it was safe for our community
and safe travel, for people who
had to travel togeThere," he
said.
Weather reports seem to
indicate that the storm will no
longer affect Farmville with its
wind and rains today. Beach
added that the university
should be able to operate
normally for the rest of tha
week.

CATIE FRENCH

Contributor
The building formerly known
as French Hall is undergoing a
multi-million dollar makeover
from the inside out.
According to Kim Bass, project
manager of Longwood Capital
Planning & Construction,
the contract budget for this
project is $12,325,000 with an
estimated completion date of
Jan. 31,2014.
This building, which will
soon serve as a new tech center
for Longwood, will provide
space for the Information
& Instructional Technology
Services Department (IITS) as
well as the Communication
Studies department.
This space will consist of
open offices, conference areas,
computer labs, a student help
desk, student radio station
and a media production
facility.
When asked what this
expansion will mean for
IITS at Longwood, Dr. Frank
Moore, vice president of IITS &
chief information officer; said,
"On the IT side, we'll be able
to do our jobs better because
the open [offices] concept will
ensure collaboration among
the staff."
Bass said the new building
should take up just over 38,000
square feet and is designed by
Moseley Architects. English
Construction, whom Bass said
has been "very cooperative
and very university-focused,"
is in the process of building the
new tech center. "We're in the
baby stages at this moment"

said Bass, "but we've been
very pleased so far."
A particularly challenging
project, the renovation is
more of a gutting process
than anything else. According
to Bass, "The four [exterior]
brick walls are the only things
remaining [of the original
building] — no windows, no
floors, no roof."
First built in 1923, the plan
is to restore the exterior of
the building to its original
Georgian
Period
design.
"The lobby is the only area
[inside the building] that will
basically be reconstructed
to its historical period," said
Bass.
As a member of the U.S.
Green
Building
Council,
Moseley Architects must
incorporate the principles and
standards of the council into
their building design. With
the aim of achieving LEED
Silver Certification, the new
tech center will include steam
supplied by the central campus
biomass plant, submeters to
monitor energy use by load,
carbon dioxide censors to
assist in providing adequate
ventilation and an estimated
50 percent reduction in water
use, among other features.
The French site holds a
great deal of history as well
as several interesting ghost
stories to its name.
According to anthropology
and sociology professor Dr.
James Jordan, faculty and
alumni raised most of the
money to build French Hall in
1923, but the most interesting
donation was given from the

Ku Klux Klan.
That year, the KKK sent $60
in a pie and $30 in a brick. On
a Tuesday morning that year,
11 knights of the KKK made
an appearance in full dress
at White Hall Auditorium
during chapel exercises. The
members presented Dr. J. L.
J arman (then president of
•Longwood) with five $20 gold
pieces.
"If in the renovation there
are any white sheets that turn
up," Jordan joked, "you're
gonna know where they came
from."
Before French was built,
another building held that
location, which served as
a hospital for Confederate
soldiers during the Civil War
— the ghotits of which have
been said to haunt French
Hall.
Legend has it that an illegal
abortion clinic for young
women was located in the
attic of French Hall, which
has been mysteriously kept
locked for years. According
to campus legend, French
residents have heard the
sounds of babies' cries
coming from the attic.
On the subject of French's
haunting
history,
Bass
mentioned that the project
manager
from
English
Construction has been "very
interested in the ghost stories,
and she's looked into a lot
of those," though "nothing
spooky has happened to
date."
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Reporter
Longwood University students, faculty and staff marched and protested
in the university's first SlutWalk on
Thursday, Oct. 25.
The SlutWalk movement originated
in Toronto in 2011. The rally acts as a
protest to those who blame rape and
other sexual assault on a woman's appearance or attire.
The original SlutWalk was sparked
by comments made by Constable
Michael Sanguinetti, a Toronto Police officer, when he suggested that if
women didn't want to get raped they
should "avoid dressing like sluts."
Ironically, some women come to the
event dressed provocatively, hence
the term "SlutWalk."
The SlutWalk was essentially brought
to the campus this year through the
efforts of Longwood University Peer
Health Educator Kae Poe. Poe heard
about SlutWalk through her gender
and communication class and even
blogged on the topic.
Through her research for her blog,
Poe decided that this would be an important event to bring to Longwood.
"I was really passionate about what
they were advocating," said Poe.
Through her internship with the Student Health & Wellness Center, Poe
spoke with Sasha Trent, the wellness coordinator, and both thought it
would be beneficial to bring the event
to the university.
The Longwood SlutWalk started
with an opening statement by a Longwood University Peer Health Educator, the group of students who hosted
the walk, followed by a speech provided by associate sociology professor Dr. Carl Riden, who teaches gender studies at Longwood.
After the speech, the Longwood
Company of Belly Dance performed
for the participants. The group then
marched from the Lankford Student
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Contributor
Longwood University is
still in the in-between phase
of determining the next university president. The decision as to who will serve
as the executive leader of a
university is not only seen as
pivotal but as a very intricate
and challenging process.
Longwood encountered a
roadblock last spring when
former President
Patrick
Finnegan
announced
he
would be concluding his term
in June 2012 due to healthrelated issues. After serving
as president for less than two
years, this was a huge change
for the university community.
The continued effort in the
presidential search is ongoing. "The actual President's
position is the responsibility of the Board of Visitors
[BOV]," noted Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for Student Affairs. "They have put
together a search process for
this, and it's a pretty complicated process to make sure
Longwood gets the very best
president."
A presidential search advisory committee has been
appointed to assist the BOV,
which includes student repre-
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Union Mall down Griffin Blvd. and
High Street. The march then continued through Brock Commons before
returning to the student union where
the group heard more from Riden.
In Riden's speech, she referenced an
incident where a law student spoke
before congress, advocating for women's rights and for insurance to cover
contraception.
In response to the law student's
presentation. Rush Limbaugh spoke
in a disrespectful manner toward the
student, going so far as to call her a
" s l u r and a "prostitute."
Riden then gave a brief history of
the word "slut" and how it negatively
clings to women more so than men.
Riden also discussed the legal aspect
of sexual stigmas resulting in victim
blaming. ' T h e reality is that women
are most likely to be targeted by an
acquaintance," said Riden.
She added that "police officers are
By Asst Photo Editor: Mike Kropf
less likely to believe a victim if she Kae Poe leads the SlutWalk down Griffin Blvd. as the rest Photos
of the participants follow her.
(and it is usually a she) knew the offender," Riden said.
passing year. "I would like them [the pus community; two, to educate this
Riden listed more factors that would surrounding areas] to see that Long- community on ways to report and to
cause police to distrust a female vic- wood is doing something positive, to heal from sexual misconduct; three,
tim, including whether or not they educate their students about not only to show that we are a caring and suphave had something alcoholic to math, science, history, but also an is- portive community."
drink, were wearing certain clothes sue that not only surrounds LongChristina Duffy and Rachel Wolfe
or even if she had ever participated in wood, but surrounds the entire world are two student participants who
and that affects so many college stu- heard about the walk through fraterconsensual sex with that person.
nities.
This leads to the statistic that, u p dents."
to three-quarters of sexual assault and
Trent thought the walk went well
"It looked like i f d be fun," said
rape cases brought to police never re- aside from a few minor technical dif- Duffy. "I've heard about it, but I've
sult in arrest. "Police officers actually ficulties involving microphones and never had the chance to participate,
look at the victim and assess wheth- music.
so I thought I'd try it out."
er this victim is a 'believable' victim
Regarding the turnout, Trent was
Wolfe said she would like to see the
based on these characteristics" Riden pleased with the amount of participa- event "reduce stereotypes about girls,
said.
tion, as over 75 students participated. and guys too."
Taylor Brooks, a Peer Health EducaIn addition, prosecutors and even "Of course I would like for all 4,600
jurors will judge a victim on these to be here," Trent said. "But those that tor, said, "I would love to see it [the
counts, and it is for that reason that could and wanted to, they were here, event] get bigger and become more of
a thing that people talk about." She
most women will not even come forth and that was good."
to press charges against sexual ofTrent stated that the main goals also hopes that it can become somefenders. Only 35 percent of rape cases that the wellness center would like thing that "sparks conversation and
end in a conviction.
to achieve through the SlutWalk are other events."
Poe hopes that this will become an "One, to promote the prevention of
annual event that will grow with each sexual misconduct within our cam-
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sentation with Student Government Association President Donald Knight. Pierson
added, "When you put together a selection committee,
if s for each person to bring
that individual perspective."
"The president oversees all
of the administration to make
sure that we're all the right
folks, doing the right jobs for
Longwood," Pierson stated.
"Students are ultimately why
we're here, and w e have the
responsibility to do the best
we can within that context."
The well-being of Longwood is affected by who is
leading the university and
also what their choice of
strategy may be. "The value
of your degree is based on
what other peoples' opinions
are of Longwood and ultimately not only the name but
also the experience," Pierson
remarked.
Pierson noted the job announcement and specifics
were to be finalized this fall,
with the newly filled position
to be in effect by July 2013. Incremental steps toward finding a new president have, in
fact, been made.
Upon the announcement of
Finnegan's resignation, Longwood's BOV appointed former rector of the board Marge

Newport News Shipbuilding
Rewarded Huge Contract
Last Thursday, it was announced that a division of Huntington Ingalls Industries based
in Newport News, Va. has received a $142.7 million contract
for the United States Navy. The
work will begin soon and will
continue through September
2013. Specific work will include
conversion submarines, special
mission submersibles and other
related programs. Huntington
Ingalls Industries said that the
shipyard in Newport News is
only one of two U.S. shipyards
capable of building miclearpowered submarines.

Connelly as the university's
interim president. This decision was made effective July
1, 2012 with a one-year binding contract and will remain
interim through the transitional search for Longwood's
next official president.
As noted in a spring 2012
press release, the BOV appointed Connelly as interim
president with the confidence
that she would keep the university "moving in the right
direction."
The BOV is immeasurably
active in this search process.
"It is the most important decision made for the Board of
Visitors to select the president," said Ken Perkins, vice
president for Academic Affairs.
Perkins noted how strenuous the process actually is,
though there are other entities assisting the BOV in this
search.
Along with the BOV, there
is a professional consultant
who is hired to guide the
search committee. According to a university press release, the presidential search
advisory committee recently
hired AGB Search from Washington, D.C. as the official
presidential search firm.
It is the search firm's re-

sponsibility to assist the BOV
by actively seeking out candidates for the position. "Usually the person you want for
a job like this is not looking
for a job," mentioned Perkins.
"Thaf s where the search firm
is most important."
After stepping into the role
of interim president, Connelly knew there were distinct
goals to maintain as well as
meet. " W h a f s not the role
of an interim president is to
create a new strategy, or set
a new direction, and that's
what we haven't done," Connelly noted.
"It's important that we be
very optimistic and aspirational... I think part of what
I can do is just to try to make
sure that is the way we view
things."
Filling the new role as
president at Longwood will
require knowledge of the
campus and familiarity with
what is encompassed with
the university. Serving on the
board for eight years certainly posed benefits for Connelly
and made for a less shocking
transition.
Connelly added, "That did
provide me with a good base
for learning, but I still needed
to educate myself enough to
be able to do my job."

Reward Offered in
Danville for Accused
Dog Torturer
A Humane Society in
Danville, Va. has offered
a $3,000 dollar reward for
any information regarding
the person who allegedly
tortured a dog to death.
A Jack Russell terrier was
brought to the shelter with
knife wounds and dog bites.
The owner said that die dog
had rim away and that is
when the bites and marks
appeared. Workers at the
shelter reported that these
wounds were the worst they
had ever seen.

The role of interim president
could seem rather daunting
with the pressure to learn so
much in order to fit into the
niche, but advantageous rewards also exist. "In terms of
the most rewarding part, if 8
just working with the people,
whether thaf s students, facility or staff," Connelly said.
"We've got people of really
great character, and if s just a
pleasure to get to spend time
with them."
During her one-year term
as interim president, Connelly has been assisting with
the current search process for
Longwood's new president.
Having served on the search
committee prior, including
the appointment of Finnegan,
Connelly has a knowledgeable sense of the criteria for
the position.
"What I think is most important is that Longwood finds
the best person possible to be
the president," said Connelly.
"At this stage of the game, I
haven't decided what I want
to do. If I come to believe,
after spending a bit more
time in the interim role, that
I could be that best person,
then I may choose to throw
my hat in the ring."

Crime Stoppers in Lunenburg Offer
$5,000 Reward for Information about
Unsolved Murder
On the third -anniversary of Lawrence
"Buck" Thompson's murder Crime
Stoppers is offering anyone with
information leading to the arrest of
Thompson's murderer a $5,000 reward,
the Lunenburg County Sheriff's Office
reported. Thompson was found dead
in his home on Oct 9, 2009. According
to Sheriff Arthur Townsend, a donation
was given to Cringe Stoppers to help
influence anyone with any knowledge
of the murder
report information over
the nexfyear. "iownsend said the sheriff's
office j | aware that there are people who
have direct knowledge of the perpetrator
and are just waiting for people to coote
forward.
"

Media Specialist Chap Johnson Leaves Longwood after Eight Years
SARAH SCHMADER

Layout Editor
Greenwood Library Multimedia Specialist Chap Johnson announced on Monday
that he will be resigning
from his position and will
be moving back to his hometown Louisa, Va. to work
as the technology assistant
at Louisa County Public
Schools.
Johnson has worked in
the Multimedia Lab for six
years. He was in charge of all
Mac desktops and laptops
and all Dell laptops, providing customer service for students, faculty and staff while

also offering user support. happy about something that
When asked what he liked they struggled with and acmost about his job, Johnson complishing it," Johnson
said, "I enjoyed interacting said.
Johnson has been what
with students, faculty and
staff and helping them out. many communication studies students would call their
It was almost like home."
In Johnson's time as Multi- saving grace over the years.
media Specialist, the lab has His broad knowledge of Figrown from having just eight nal Cut, Macs and cameras
computers to now having has aided hoards of stressed
more than 20 desktops, 40 out students during his time
laptops and several cameras as Multimedia Specialist.
Max Duchaine, a commuand camcorders. He said his
favorite pastimes in the Mul- nication studies alumnus
timedia Lab include helping and former Multimedia Lab
the broadcast production employee, said, "Chap was
classes use the equipment one of the greatest resources
and Final Cut software. "Ifs that a Mass Media student,
always nice to see someone or any student for that mat-

ter, could have asked for,
outside of the professors
themselves. He helped any
way that he could and was
always there if you needed
him ... In all honesty I wish
the library the best of luck
at finding someone half as
great as Chap was!"
When asked why he was
leaving his position, Johnson
said that he wanted to be
closer to home and the Louisa County Public Schools
position also includes a significant pay raise compared
to the Multimedia Specialist
position.
The hiring process for a
new Multimedia Specialist

will be underway soon. The
position will be put on state
contracts and posted on state
job sites, the Longwood University website and in the
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
Then, they will pull the applicants and interview them.
According to Johnson, this
is usually a month-long process.
Johnson is under contract
until Nov. 9, but his last day
working will be this Friday,
Nov. 2. Reader Services Librarian Tammy Hines will
be taking over the Multimedia Specialist position until a
replacement is found.

Lancer Park Fire Temporarily Displaces Residents
BECCA LUNDBERG

Asst. News Editor
The laundry room of an apartment on the lower level of a Lancer Park
building caught fire at approximately 11:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 24.
According to an email sent to all students from Larry Robertson, dean
of students, the residents of the building were evacuated until approximately 2 a.m., and the individuals in the apartment were temporarily
displaced in a local hotel due to the »moke and fire damage.
Jennifer Cox, associate director of Off Campus Living, sent an email
to Lancer Park residents saying the Office of Environmental Health and
Safety, along with the Longwood University Police Department and Real
Estate Foundation, concluded that the blower in die dryer overheated
and caused the fire.
Farmville Fire Department Chief Ben Sears said the blaze was contained
to the room and controlled in about 10 minutes. I t was under control
pretty quickly," he said, as three local fire departments were cm the scene.
There were concerns about the sprinkler systems in the laundry room
not working properly, but under further investigation, Sears said the fire
did not give off enough heat for the sprinklers to activate.

Hurricane Update: Sandy Causes State of Emergency in Va.
miles per hour. There have been many warnings class for Monday. Longwood stuck out the weathand advisories issued all over the state including er and closed at 2 p.m. on Monday, set to open
Asst. News Editor
winter storm warnings, high wind warnings and again at 11 a.m. on Tuesday.
Amtrak and commuter rails cancelled service.
With all the precautions in place, there is still no coastal flood advisories. Prince Edward County
Both
Reagan National Airport and Dulles Interwas
on
a
wind
advisory
until
6
a.m.
Oct.
30.
stopping the devastation of Hurricane Sandy on
national
Airport cancelled any further flights on
Governor
Bob
McDonnell
has
declared
a
state
the coast of Virginia. There are many Longwood
Monday,
feOcts
'29>. 'Thar* are many. evacuations
of
emergency
in
Virginia
in
anticipation
of
the
destudents from the coast of Virginia, and they are
happening,
ail
of which are On a voluntiif^ basis.
struction
of
Sandy.
McDonnell
has
Warned
Virginequally as worried about their families. The floodThere
are
about
30 shelters open across the Comians
to
stay
off
the
roads
when
the
storm
starts
to
ing in Norfolk, Virginia Beach and Chesapeake is
monwealth. The power outages expected are said
get bad.
becoming increasingly concerning.
There are many power outages expected, and to be long-term and widespread.
Casey Doerfler, a junior business management
The trajectory for Sandy has changed its course.
travelers
are warned to take extra caution.
major from Chesapeake, said, "They have closed
The worst of the storm has headed up north. New
The
election
has
also
been
effected;
both
Presimost of the roads and the bridges; there is so
much flooding. I am really worried about my par- dent Barack Obama and Mitt Romney have can- England is bracing themselves for winds that have
celled their campaign stops in Virginia during the been reported of reaching up to 90 m.p.h.
ent's house and their safety."
The likes of this storm have not been seen in
According to the National Hurricane Center, week. While the worst of the storm is set to arrive
Hurricane Sandy could affect as many as 50 mil- on Monday, everyone should be prepared and states like New York for years. Until the storm hit
land, the United States Coast Guard was unsure if
lion people on the projected route. The storm had brace for the worst.
As of Sunday night, many counties were already the damage would be as devastating as predicted.
already knocked out power to more than 500,000
cancelling school for both Monday and Tuesday.
people even before it had touched land.
The winds across Virginia could get up to 45 Many universities across Virginia also cancelled
EJ DOWLING

University Post Office Locker Combinations Remain the Same
BECCA TERRY

Contributor
As the school year shifts
into full swing, the Longwood University Post Office
is flooded with textbooks,
paychecks and care packages from Mom and Dad.
Freshmen feverishly wrestle
with their lockers to receive
their latest message from
home.
Upperclassmen who

moved to off-campus communities, with the exception
of the Longwood Landings
residents, have a new address and box from which to
receive mail, but what happens to their old combinations? They still work.
Senior Kae Poe found this
out by sheer coincidence
when she accompanied a
friend to the post office recently. "When I moved off
campus, I didn't know,

but for kicks I tried [opening my old] mailbox, and it
worked." Poe is not the only
off-campus student who can
still open their old box, and
the question arises: "How
safe is my mail?"
Post Office Manager Allen
Franklin does not think this
issue should be a concern.
According to the 32-year
veteran of the university's
post office, the cost and manpower it would take to re-

The Longwood University Pott Otflce has 3,020 mailbox«* available for student use.
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place each lock every year is
implausible. At about eight
dollars apiece, to replace
the locks on all 3,020 boxes
would cost roughly $24,160
a year.
"I don't have this pie-inthe-sky view on things, because I live in the real world
too, but the amount of time
and money it would take
is unrealistic," said Franklin.
In addition to the expense
of replacement, Franklin
holds people will be deterred by the fact it is a violation of federal law and the
university's Honor Code.
In addition to the Honor
Code, the United State Postal Inspection Service is a
government agency specifically created to ensure mail
gets delivered safely.
In 1792, Congress enacted
the death penalty for mail
theft. Although penalties are
no longer quite this severe,
stealing mail can result in a
hefty fine and in some cases a person can serve up to
three years in jail.
In the instance a theft
does occur, the post office
has cameras in operation
to catch any repeat offenders. Still, Franklin said most
people are honest when mail
accidentally gets put in the
wrong box, and similarly
most students aren't trying
to steal other's mail.

"If you take something
out of there that isn't yours,
you're committing a criminal act, and I'd like that think
that population is small,"
said Franklin.
Sophomore Alex Steinruck
has a locker in the campus
. mailroom and was surprised
to hear that upperclassmen,
and potentially even graduates, have the ability to open
her locker.
She commented, "As a
whole I tend to trust people;
I don't see much of a reason
for them to steal my mail,
but i f s disconcerting to
know that someone else has
the ability to open them."
The good news is that for
any student who feels similarly unsettled is that the
post office will change the
lock completely upon request at no charge to the student. Unfortunately, many
students don't know it is a
potential danger to begin
with.
Poe feels it is "a complete
invasion of privacy." She
added, "Maybe it would
take a good amount of time
and resources over one summer to change the locks to
ones that can be reset, but it
would be worth it because it
would ensure the safety and
confidentiality of the students."

Why
Journalism?
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
" W h y journalism?"
People often ask me this
question with a curious tone
in their voice. What they really mean is, "Why are you
choosing a profession known
for lousy hours and a low sal-1
ary?" I've seen first-hand that
journalism isn't a career for
the faint of heart, so I honestly can't blame anyone for
NEWS
wondering.
COLUMN
When I was in high school,
I had several friends in my
yearbook class who also wanted to be journalists. We often talked about our fast-paced,
high-intensity future careers from our small
town high school journalism class. Years later, I
am the only one out of all of us who still wants
to be a journalist.
Journalism isn't for everyone, and thaf s fine.
I honestly think there is a perfect career out
there for everyone, even if they don't find it
right away. I firmly believe that journalism is
mine, despite how many people I have seen
move on from it.
A lot of people are drawn to their career field
because of their parents, and I guess I could
say thaf s the case for me. My mom was an attorney, which some would say is very different
from being a journalist, but I would argue —
thaf s the lawyer in me coming out — that they
have the potential to be quite similar.
My mother was a bankruptcy lawyer, as well
as a trustee for the Justice Department, and she
did everything from help people declare bankruptcy to catch criminals trying to bamboozle
people out of their possessions. The two most
important parts of her job were justice and
truth, and she worked hard every day to make
sure she found them.
Law is interesting to me, but I've found if s
not quite my calling. Thaf s where journalism
comes in. I am inquisitive (a fancy word for
"nosy"), love writing and look for justice and
truth in every situation I face.
Because of all of these things, I decided journalism was the career for me waythack-in 8th
gtadfe, and I haven't changed my mind since.
Now, this isn't to say I've always been 100
percent happy with journalism. Some articles
are tough to write, whether they are on touchy
subjects or sources won't give you the answers
you need or you just don't have the time.
Sometimes you just need a break, but if s no
9-to-5 job. It's even more difficult when you
throw classes and an occasional social life into
the mix.
All of my friends, besides the ones on The
Rotunda staff, know they probably won't see
me on Tuesday, or "newspaper day," as I like
to call it. This is when I put the final touches on
the news section before it is laid out and goes
to print the next morning, whether that means
finishing up or editing articles or attending
the Student Government Association (SGA)
meetings to write the SGA briefs you see every
week. I have other activities on Tuesdays, so
the entire day all I can think is "GOGOGO!"
I f s pretty intense.
Journalism isn't a very merciful career, either.
If you mess up badly, very few people will give
you sympathy. I f s tough, but it is understandable. Journalism is about serving your readers,
and if you're not doing that, why even bother?
It sounds harsh, but it is what it is.
As for the low paycheck, as an amateur col*
lege journalist, I don't even get that. There is
technically no tangible award for being news
editor. When I interned at a local magazine
over the summer, I did receive academic credit,
but as of now I have never been paid for my
writing. So when people talk about the low pay,
I tell them I'll be grateful just to have a paycheck.
When I write an article, i f s an intricate,
complex process that is almost like an art to me.
I have an idea, contact sources, set up inters
views, get information and eventually put it all
together. The feeling I have when everything
comes together the way I want it to, the way
I know will inform readers in the best way, is
indescribable.
Another part of being a journalist that makes
all of the stress and pressure and long hours
worth it to me is seeing the finished product
each week. Not just my section, but the entire
newspaper. Some weeks are better than others,
but seeing the culmination of everyone's efforts
in a single package is a beautiful thing.
I know I have some hard days ahead of me.
I also know I haven't faced my most difficult challenges as a journalist yet. But there's
always a motivation for me to keep working.
I know that I couldn't give up on journalism
because I can't imagine doing anything else.
*** 77its editorial is an opinion stated by the ivriter and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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Walmart Parking Lots Remain Closed during Early Weekend Hours
Police, Longwood University Police and even the
Game Commission were called. Anyone with the
power to arrest was called upon."
Even with the amount of law enforcement
In the months leading up to the incident that
closed down the local Walmart parking lot on called, several police officers were assaulted and
Friday and Saturday nights from two to four subsequent arrests and charges of assault were
a.m., high-ranking officials of the Farmville Police made due to the incident, landing around a dozen
Department said, "Certain establishments would people in jail.
let out and their clientele would pour out to
"People were bent on wreaking havoc, people
Walmart and steal property from the store."
armed themselves with sticks and poles as police
In the early hours of Dec. 31, 2006, police officers were armed with rifles and shotguns for
received a call about a disturbance in the Walmart their own protection," Mooney said. "Coming
parking lot. Farmville police came in contact with from the Metro Richmond area, you figured you
a disturbance that had never been seen before in have seen everything; in 23 years of police work I
this town and would subsequently force Walmart had never seen anything like that at a Walmart for
no reason."
to shut itself down a few hours a week.
As a result, Harold Walker, then-manager
Douglas E. Mooney, a veteran of the Chesterfield
County Police Department for 22 years and now of Walmart, began discussing the matter with
chief of the Farmville Police Department, described Walmart Stores Inc. and came up with the idea to
the scene as "a very disorderly event involving shut down the parking lot in order to maintain the
hundreds," even likening the scene to a "kind of well-being of both the workers and surrounding
community. Mooney commended the decision and
a flash mob."
Mooney said, "Farmville Police, the Prince "whole-heartedly backs what they did."
Abena Arkorful, a junior at Longwood, was
Edward Sheriff's Department, Virginia State
BRANDON KELLY

Contributor

concerned when she went to Walmart one early
morning only to find out that the parking lot
was closed by police. "We knew [Walmart] was
24 hours, or so we thought. We figured since we
weren't tired we would get some shopping done
to kill some time."
Arkorful said she was interested in what was
going on but never had the chance to find out. "It
would be nice if they put a notice on the front door
of Walmart to help inform customers," Arkorful
suggested.
When asked about this issue, Mooney said, "It is
up to the store to disclose that information, but it
would be a good idea."
In response to a request for comment for this
article, Walmart Stores Inc. corporate office
responded with a prepared statement: "At
Walmart, our main concern is the well-being of
both employees and customers alike. With the
events becoming a regular occurrence and even
escalating in matter, we, alongside with the store
manager, decided tp close down the parking lots
on Saturday and Sunday mornings between the
hours of two and four a.m."

In addition to closing down the parking lots,
Walmart has hired off-duty police officers to
remain inside the store, accompanied by Farmville
Police blocking off the parking lot, to keep people
from parking and occupying the lot.
While the parking lot is closed, people are still
allowed to walk to the store and shop, although
this alternative is not advised for personal safety
reasons. Mooney explained, "Hopefully by four
o'clock the people who have been drinking heavily
are home sleeping it off and the instigators have
gone elsewhere."
Since the beginning of this practice, one of the
two establishments of concern to local police shut
down due to increases in violence, and police
patrol has increased at the other establishment.
These precautions, along with the natural
deterrent of the marked police cars, have resulted
in no new incidents other than the occasional DUI.
Walmart and the Farmville Police Department
made it clear these precautions will continye to
take place in order to protect both the residents of
Farmville and employees alike.

Longwood University Admissions Focuses on Recruitment Efforts
students were being eliminated; for
News Editor
example, those with a 2.9 and a 1,200 or
a 3.8 and a 990."
McMullin said the university still
The Longwood University Admissions
Office has recently made several changes gives students the following responses:
regarding the admissions process and accepted, rejected, and hold for more
test scores and/or first semester grades.
high school outreach measures.
However, McMullin said the
The Board of Visitors approved a
change in the Immediate Decision numbers for the program are down,
program during the Sept. 15 meeting. and Admissions is marketing it
High school seniors who participate "aggressively" through Nov. 30.
in the program apply to the university
According to McMullin, another
online, submit their transcripts and Admissions change is the university's
test scores, take a university tour and more focused approach to marketing.
are notified of their acceptance status Admissions and the Public Relations
following the tour.
office recently filmed a new commercial
Sallie McMullin, dean of Admissions, on campus that is airing on television
said the major change in this program stations and in movie theaters.
is that there is no longer a 3.0 GPA and
In addition to these marketing moves,
1,000 SAT score minimum requirement McMullin said both departments are
for students to apply for an immediate working to "write about student and
decision.
faculty stories that really demonstrate
While students are accepted through the uniqueness of the Longwood
the same standards as they were experience."
Several high schools in Northern
previously McMullin said the lifted
requirements allow more students to Virginia also distribute Longwoodapply because "some very qualified branded spirit sticks and miniature,
BECCA LUNDBERG

footballs to students.
McMullin said Admissions is also
working with math and business
clubs in Hampton Roads as part of its
marketing strategy.
In addition to these marketing efforts,
McMullin said Admissions is also
developing an adopt-a-school plan with
six high schools in the surrounding
areas.
Sue Miles, director of the Buckingham
County
High
School
Guidance
Department, is working with Longwood
as part of the adopt-a-school plan.
Miles said Longwood has been "a true
resource" to the high school.
Miles said that as part of the program,
Johnice Brown, Longwood's director
of undergraduate recruitment, gave a
presentation on the PSATs and SATs for
about 90 students at the high school and

Join the Conversation!

will soon do a follow-up presentation.
Bettie Bass from the university's
Financial Aid Department also gave
informational presentations to students
about how to pay for college and
conducted a financial literacy workshop.
Another workshop Miles said the high
school students can participate in come
December that is now in development is
a presentation on myths about college.
In addition to these workshops, Miles
said students will soon be able to attend
workshops concerning how to apply to
college and write college application
essays. A workshop on how to go about
transferring from a two-year community
college to a four-year institution is also
in the works.
Miles said she is brainstorming with
Longwood about what else can be done
to assist high school students interested

in attending a university.
Miles said she is aware that Longwood
is assisting other schools in the adopta-school program and appreciates the
individual attention Buckingham is
receiving. "They sound like they're
making a concerted effort to do outreach
in the local schools, and they're doing
an excellent job," she said.
McMullin said Longwood sponsored
buses from four of the counties in the
adopt-a-school program to the college
fair recently held at Hampden-Sydney
College. She said Longwood also
provided snacks and a raffle for gift
cards to these students. She added, "The
college night was very well attended,
and the students were grateful for
Longwood's encouragement."
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LU Branding Blog Fosters Campus Feedback
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
Longwood students, faculty and staff are
now able to provide their thoughts and
feedback on the campus and what makes
it stand apart while communicating with
Interim President Marge Connelly. While
the communication is not so much face-toface as pixel-to-pixel, each member of the
Lancer community is able to provide his or
her "brand" through the Longwood blog,
"Join the Conversation: Branding."
Connelly commented that the reason for
choosing a blog as a forum for receiving
feedback was that "a blog can create the
closest thing to a broad-based conversation thaf s possible."
In an email sent on Oct. 18 to the students
of Longwood University, Connelly raised
questions for students to comment on to
create their own brand, asking, "What do
you think makes Longwood special? Do
you know some exceptional programs or
outstanding people that we should spotlight? What made you interested in coming to Longwood? What makes you the
most proud about our campus and community?"
By answering questions like these, the
Longwood community is able to participate in forming a brand that will define the
campus. A brand is "really an expression
of what makes us unique," said Connelly,
who further stated that having a brand
will contribute to the school by creating
further interest from prospective faculty,
staff, students, alumni and more.
On the branding blog, Connelly wrote,
"Sometimes people think of a brand as
something physical, like the Coca-Cola
logo, or a few words, like Nike's 'Just
Do If or a university's tagline. But really
when we speak of a brand we're referring
to what comes to a customer's mind when
he or she thinks about a product service or
organization"
In a phone interview, Connelly stated,
"We look forward to really keep everyone
engaged and kind of to be able to track the
next generation of leaders to the school."
The interest to gain feedback from students, faculty and staff on the campus is
p u t of Longwood University's strategic
priorities for the 2012 to 2013 academic
school year. A request for proposal was

sent earlier this year to a number of marketing firms to create a brand to define
the campus. Responses back from the
firms will be received within the next two
months, reported Connelly.
With feedback from the campus on the
campus, she said, "That will help us when
we engage with this marketing partner to
come up with the best plans and the best
expression of who we are."
One comment already submitted to
the blog was by Longwood student Karen Richardson, who commented, "To me,
Longwood University is more than just a
school, ifs home. From the atmosphere
at the dining hall to socializing with my
friends in my hall, to just simply walking
down Brock Commons, I can't imagine
being anywhere else. Longwood has accepted me where I would be lost at other,
bigger universities."
Longwood student Jessica James commented, "One of the reasons I came to
Longwood is because of how beautiful the
campus is. There isn't another like it! I love
going out and working on my photography by using what is right in front of {us]!"
Financial Reporting Manager Dawn
Schwartz commented, "When I was a
student here at Longwood, the thing that
stood out the most to me was the caring
faculty and staff."
She further stated, "They encouraged
me. The faculty and staff of the business
school were always available for questions, worked with me if I needed to miss
class due to a sick child, etc. and they
showed through their actions that they
truly cared about my personal life and me
as a student."
When asked if there were any specific
comments that stood out to her, Connelly
replied, "I guess i f s more the consistency
that stood out to me. Almost every person
I think who's weighed in on the blog so far
has had at least one very meaningful experience where a member of the faculty or
staff had made a real connection, and that
person-to-person connection has really
made a difference."
A Longwood ID and password are required to be able to sign in to comment.
To send feedback on Longwood University, go online to http:/ /blogs.longwood.
edu/branding/. Join the conversation!
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With Hopes to 'Open the Eyes of the Community,'
Dear Lord,
Tri-Sigma Hosts First Fall Festival This Saturday, Nov. 3 Make it Stop!
pressure screenings from
Longwood's Nursing ChapFeatures Editor
ter as well as an information
Fall is the season of change, booth on the Robbie Page
and
Longwood's
Alpha Memorial Fund, how it origiChapter of Sigma Sigma Sig- nated and why if s important.
ma (Tti-Sigma) hopes to make
In anticipation of this new
a difference by sponsoring and innovative event in the
the first Fall Festival this Sat- community, Tri-Sigma creurday, Nov. 3. With only a $5 ated a newly elected posifée, guests of the event will be tion, called the Robbie Page
treated to a hot dog or a ham- Philanthropy Chair, to create
burger, a drink and unlimited fundraisers to raise money
games and activities all day. for the Robbie Page Memorial
Activities include cornhole, Fund and to organize trips to
pumpkin painting, a family the Robbie Page Play Atrium,
photo booth and more family an open play area that assists
fun events.
in the development of hosThe event will be held from pitalized children through
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Wilck's physical and fun activities.
Robbie Page Philanthropy
Lake Island, located on 1623
Chair Sarah Ott said, "A lot
West Third Street.
All proceeds from the event of planning has gone into this
will go toward the Robbie [event], and we're really exPage Memorial Fund, a phi- cited for the day of ... We're
lanthropy that contributes ready for it to be here."
to the developmental needs
In past years, Tri-Sigma
of hospitalized
children hosted the Annual Cornhole
through play therapy.
Tournament for the LongThe event will feature blood wood campus. Risk ManMICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

agement Chair of Tri-Sigma They've been very helpErin Frye commented, "It ful," said Frye, later adding,
wasn't necessarily given the "Because this is a nonprofit
publicity or the turnout that cause, they let us use the iswe liked," adding that there land space for free. The town
were hopes to develop a new actually donated the space
event that would involve the for a day for us to be able to
hold the event."
community as well.
Frye said, "A lot of us have
Frye said, "Building relationships with the commu- made these trips to Robbie
nity is really important to us. Page, so a lot of us are perWe know that maybe Greeks sonally invested in this, and
don't always have the best we've seen these kids, and
stereotype, not just here, but we've seen what play theraeverywhere, and so we want- py can do for them, and so I
ed to build these relation- think that to a lot of our sisships with the community to ters this is more than just a
show them that we are about Fall Festival or something
we're going to be doing this
giving back."
Ott said, "We in general weekend, and then if s going
just want to be able to tie in to be over. This is something
the community with our love everyone's really emotionally
for our philanthropy and be invested in."
Ott said, "I feel like, in genable to share the love for our
philanthropy with them and eral, this helps open the community's eyes to what play
help raise money for it."
Already, the community therapy is and how imporhas received Tri-Sigma's tant it can be for a child's canevent Well. "The town of cer or a terminally ill child."
Farmville's been very great.

MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor

L0NGW00D
SECRETS
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

Freshman Kari Vollmecke
walked out with the
same idea, saying that (he
message she brought out of
the whole event was "not to
judge people."
Out of the 195 secrets,
compared to the 150 last
year, there were plenty of
secrets to go around. With
students quietly wandering
around the tables, the event
was a time of reflection. The
Arc and Stubbs RA staff
hopes to make this event a
yearly tradition.
Although the project is
over, secrets can be seen on
the YouTube video of last
year's event.

Longwood Students Learn About 'Red Flags' in Relationships
MONICA NEWELL

Asst Features Editor
From 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
on Friday, Oct. 26, Longwood students gathered
in the Free Speech Zone
behind the Lankford
Student Union. There,
red flags, which traced
the border of the pavement, fluttered in the
wind as the sound of
music and the shutter
click of cameras were
interspersed with the
chatters of the students
in attendance and those
passing through on a
tour of the campus.
The event, hosted by
the Health & Wellness
Center along with the
Longwood University
Public Health Educators
(LUPHE), was a continuation of the event,
SlutWalk, which was
held Thursday, Oct. 25.
A mixture of college
students, college personnel and community
advocates created the
Red Flag Campaign in
order to raise awareness for relationship
violence, domestic disputes and sexual misconduct along with
coercion, jealousy and
physical
altercations.
Many of these things occur primarily on college
campuses. The Red Flag
Campaign is a public
awareness campaign designed to address these
issues and promote the
prevention of dating violence. The students in
attendance were asked
to participate in an activity where they would

anonymously answer
certain questions. This
activity was in order
to show those in attendance that problems
occur in all types of relationships.
Sasha Trent-Johnson,
a Wellness Coordinator
at Longwood University, said after the event,
"I believe that this is
the fourth year we've
done the Red Flag Campaign."
The event took a fiveminute break after the
activity, where the mixture of music and shutter clicks could once
again be heard interspersed with the chattering of Longwood students. After the break
was over; the all-girls
a capella group Pitch
Perfect preformed three
songs.
Afterwards, members of the Longwood
Company
of
Belly
Dance preformed, using hoops and fire for 20
minutes. Members Tiffany Riggins and Moe
Thompson performed
a pop fusion dance to
a Lithuanian song, and
member Ashley Russell
performed a tribal fusion dance to the song,
"Sail," by Awolnation.
Following the entertainment,
representatives from Madeline's
House read off the
names of all the people
who had died from
domestic violence in
Southside, Va. from 1999
to 2012. There were over
20 names on that list.
The event was con-

cluded by a prayer for
victims of abuse followed by a candle light
vigil.
According to research
by C. Sellers and M.
Bromley, which was
published in the "Journal of Contemporary
Criminal Justice," 21
percent of relationships
that occur in college
have one of the partners being abused. This
translates out to be one
in five relationships.
According to The National College Women

Sexual
Victimization
Study, colleges with a
population of 10,000 or
more female students
could in theory have
350 cases of rape during
the academic year or 35
completed and attempted rapes for every 1,000
female students.
In October of 2006,
the Red Flag Campaign launched a test
pilot on 10 Virginia
College
Campuses.
The colleges included:
Christopher Newport
University, George Ma-

son University, Old
Dominion University,
Randolph-Macon College, University of Mary
Washington,
Virginia
Commonwealth
University and University
of Virginia. After the
pilot, the Virginia Sexual and Domestic Violence Action Alliance
launched the Red Flag
Campaign on 18 Virginia College campuses in
October 2007.
Over 70 colleges, programs and other groups
now participate in the

Red Flag Campaign, including Longwood University, James Madison
University, Erie Community College in Buffalo, NY, Kalamazoo
College in Kalamazoo,
Michigan and Portland
State University in Portland Oregon.
For more information on the Red Flag
Campaign, visit www.
theredflagcampaign.
org.
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Longwood students gather behind the Lankford Student Union for the Red Flag Campaign.

T ^ l J Ê m i ^ s ^ l T h e Life of a College Girl
ore who really knew how to handle
It is dear that I haven't forgiven
me and understood my emotions. myself for a lot of tilings Fye done,
So, this sucks. I don't know what but I have learned my lesson in the
to say here. And I still can't forgive hardest way possible. A* the same
'„vTlus particular week I've been myself. I'm happy, but I cry too time, I can read this and say that I
pondering about my past (as usual). much. I'm «till sorry. I know every- am better.
! am always going to be sad about
I went bade in my Facebook messag- thing happensfor.a reason, but this
wasn't
supposed
to
happen
to
megs
some
things that have happened in
es to do some seli-stalking and came
Everything
is
good
in
my
life
bul
the
past,
but I am now aware of how
across the last message I sent to my
one
thing.
I
don't
know
how
to
fix
I
need
to
cope with my Ttoylor Swift
ex/ V\farning: Tins may or may not
myself.
I'm
strong,
but
I'm
not
Fve
emotions
and triggera of sadness.
be a Bote depressing, but sometimes
It is important to focus on your
the truth is sad. I.want to share It moved on, but I haven't moved on.
because I feel like at some point in I'm not lost but I'm seriously lost all tiuture. I am extremely optimistic
all of our lives we will have one of at the same time. This all probably about what is ahead of me._If you\
these moments. '^¡^^^^Uta^^aimf doesn't make sense, but it's prob- are feeling lost like I was, just know
ably because a piece of me is gone that there is a bright light at the end
now, and that's why I am like this I of tbctuniMi
1 F » messaging g i just because guess. I'm sorry.*
Keep bus}' arid surround yotmelf
I'm upset, and
the only

MisaTBCVs^yMPip^^wi
. Columnist, Bgwj&ifim
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with friends who will fill your emptiness up with hope and happiness.
My hcoe now is that people can
read what I was feeling and take my
word that things Will get better.
Soon, you will find someone who
is more driven, caring and who will
challenge you. For now, challenge,
yourself, and you will forget why in
the world you ever felt so worthless
before. §
"Get over your hill and see what
you find their, with grace in your
liwm and flowen In your hatr."
¡ECik.fi'' Mumford and Sons

jl ouTube, we need to have
a little conversation about your
MATOMS
advertising. I understand that
COLUMN
as a corporation — or person,
I'm still a little confused on that part — you need
to make a profit. But do you really have to air nonstop advertisements for political candidates? I've
lost count of the number of times I've had to dick
the "skip" button before I'm able to watch the
mindless goop I wish to.
Like most young people, when not swamped
with work, I like to spend my time watching
television or goofing off on YouTube. But now,
only two weeks until the election, I'm finding
myself desperate for things to do just to avoid
hearing the unmistakable score of a political
advertisement.
This time last election, it was more tolerable.
Sure, there were still political ads and yes, you
couldn't escape the few that managed to trickle
out of the radio on occasion (if you didn't listen
to the commercial-free radio station, that is), but
you could fast forward through the barrage and
get back to the mind-numbing reality television
/ o u were so desperate to watch that you dedded
to pay more for the ability to watch less TV.
Now, everywhere you could possibly torn there
are political advertisements. I'm not kidding.
I recently saw a Romney-Ryan sign when I was
walking down Main Street. I then laughed when
I saw that it was upside down, but thaf s beside
the point.

"We college students turn to
websites like YouTube for
mindless bally-hoo to enable us
to have a little 'us' time. We don't
turn to YouTube to have political
ads thrown in our faces every five
minutes."
I understand the political advertising on the
sites of newspapers, such as The Washington Post
The Richmond Times-Dispatch and The Seattle PI.
Does seeing the ads make me twitch in disgust?
Yes, but seeing as I'm mainly on their websites for
comedic relief and not for my daily dose of losing
my faith in humanity, I suffer through.
But political advertisements on YouTube, a
website purely designed for mind-numbing
entertainment and the wasting of valuable time
so that one is scrambling to finish that two-page
paper at one in the morning? Not cool. I don't care
if I can skip the ad. The fact remains that I still
have to sit through five seconds of it, and that, my
friend, is five seconds too many.
By the way, why is it that for every Obama ad
YouTube runs, there are at least six Romney ads
after it? If you're going to support a candidate,
be a little sneakier, YouTube. if s almost insulting
how obvious you are, but thaf s a topic for another
time.
We college students turn to websites like
YouTube for mindless bally-hoo to enable us to
have a little "us" time. We don't torn to YouTube
to have political ads thrown in our faces every
five minutes.
I understand why they're needed on television.
But when die political ads on the Internet seem to
be outnumbering those on the actual television,
something's up. Normally, I would sense a
conspiracy by our parents to try to keep us from
the Internet and focused on our studies (hey, the
only difference between a conspiracy theory and
an actual conspiracy is time, my friend), but our
parents frequent YouTube just as much as we do.
Why would they subject themselves to the same
political muck they're probably trying to escape?
So, while, there might not be an answer to the
rising number of political ads, I think I know
the answer to the lower number of YouTube
frequenters in my circle of friends. A little tip to
those running for office: if s just like dating. Try
too hard, and you scare away the voters. Why
don't you lot just play hard to get? Make us come
to you?
Heck, if anything, it might just give us some
peace and quiet for a change. Next election, I
don't care who's running. It could be Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton vs. Kim Kaidashian
and I wouldn't be interested. Next election, I'm
moving to France. There, they campaign two days
before the election — and they can't announce
they're running until a month before Election
Day. No media circus, no constant barrage of
advertisements, and did I mention no media
circus and fewer ads? Sounds perfect! Where'd I
put that French-to-English dictionary? Oh wait, I
don't have one. To the bookstore I go!

*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.

PRIDE Hosts Fearsome Foursome to Tell LU Students It Gets Better'
Michelle Goldchain
Features Editor
On Wednesday, Oct. 24, PRIDE
hosted Fearsome Foursome in
the Lankford Ballroom. President
Susan Degnan opened the event,
stating, "Fearsome Foursome
features a panel of four students
of different sexual orientations
or gender identities like the LGBTQIA."
LGBTQIA is an acronym that
stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or transsexual,
queer or questioning, intersex,
asexual or ally.
Degnan further stated that the
event allows the four students
to "share their stories about the
difficulties of daily life as well
as their various experiences as
members of the LGBT community." The event also featured
a Q&A as an open forum to the
audience.
The panelists included sophomore Emma Thoden, freshman
Zachary Reitman, junior Chelsea
Schiefelbein and sophomore Tamara Abernethy.
All of the panelists commented
on how much of a positive impact the LGBT community has
had on their lives.

Thoden commented, saying,
"The LGBT community completely changed my life when I
came out. I became who I am."
She continued, "I was kind of
depressed ... and when I came
out, I literally did not have
friends until I came out, and then
suddenly I did."
Schiefelbein said that a positive
aspect of the LGBT community is
there are "a lot of open-minded
people," further stating, "They
are very welcoming, and supporting and loving, and I am 100
percent sure that if I ever need
help, I would be welcomed anywhere, LGBT-wise."
As an ally, Abernethy stated,
"I've never met anybody who
told me they're gay that it bothered me at all or that it changed
anything about our friendship."
Reitman said, "LGBT society
for me is that there are so many
people out there who want to
help you if you have problems
or suicidal thoughts or any other
type of issue. There are just resources out there to help you get
through your problems."
He later noted one resource,
It Gets Better, an Internet-based
project started in 2010 with messages like "You are not alone" and

"It Gets Better" for those in the
LGBT community. Reitman said
he "watched hours and hours
upon hours of It Gets Better videos," adding that it "help[ed] me
find my answer."
Schiefelbein further commented, "For people who are questioning, I would say try and be
open-minded ... and also have
strength. Believe in yourself.
You are a beautiful, wonderful
person, regardless of what other
people say. Have faith in your
friends because no matter what,
if they're true friends, they'll be
there for you no matter what."
Reitman stated, "Don't let what
other people think of you affect what yOu think of yourself
... because at the end of the day
what matters is what you think
of yourself, and for students who
ever need to talk about their sexuality."
Thoden said, "I am able to talk
to people, and I can share things
with them. The LGBT community just helped me be."
To leam more about available
resources on campus, the Office
of Diversity & Inclusion hosts
meetings every Monday in Lancaster G28A at 8 p.m. for GABLES, "a safe and inviting space for

students to express their feelings
and experiences as it relates to
their identity as a member of the
LGBTQIA Community," as stat-

ed on the Longwood website.
To learn more about PRIDE,
meetings are every Wednesday
in Ruffner 256 at 8 p.m. or email

l o n g w o o d u n i v e r s i t y pride®
gmail.com.
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Four panelists spoke about issues in the LGBT community and some of the positive impacts it has had on their lives.

Thrilling Thursday: Late Night Event Attracts Longwood Students
LESLIE BRETZ AND SHELLEY HEANEY

Contributors
With blood dripping off a few faces, while other
students appeared in more traditional costumes,
the Longwood community congregated at the
Health & Fitness Center Thursday evening for a
frightful night of haunted houses, pumpkin painting and a "Thriller" surprise.
Kate Hopkins, organizer of the Late Night Event,
described the details that went into the evening.
Hopkins and seven other employees on the late
night committee started the preparation in early
September. They began assembly this past Monday.
The Late Night Committee brainstormed for an
exciting event to present to the Longwood community. When deciding the theme, the idea arose of a
spooky Halloween evening. Although the committee was small, many volunteers began pitching in
to make the evening successful.
The Alcohol, Tobacco and other Drugs organization (ATOD) sponsored the event. To discourage

underage drinking the Recreation Center created
the haunted activities to draw students away from
the bars and parties.
The main attraction was no doubt the haunted
house with a line that wrapped all the way around
the gym. The haunted house, with a maze of trash
bags and tents, alluded to the frightful contents
that lived inside, including scare zones, such as a
nursery, asylum, midway and a dark tunnel. Many
ghoulish figures had the Longwood students on
edge as they waited to enter the dark unknown.
Mary Lockwood, a Longwood student, could not
resist and lined up multiple times to experience the
haunted house. At first, she expected it to be an alright attraction. However, the first room changed
her mind. The knives and clowns made her and
her friends jumpy throughout the journey of the
haunted house.
At 10 p.m„ a congregation of students gathered in
the middle of the gym for an unexpected surprise.
As Michael Jackson's "Thriller" echoed throughout the Health & Fitness Center, Flash Mob mem-

bers ran to join the spooky surprise. Although the
dance was choreographed in the 1980s, most students knew the moves and danced while watching.
Even Elwood rocked out with the group, sporting a
mummy costume over his face.
Sharyn Lustre, fitness coordinator of the Health
& Wellness (Center, gave insight on the preparation
.of the Flash Mob. With posters littering the gym,
members contacted her to join an exciting group.
Lustre said she sent out links to each person participating in the flash mob of a video breakdown with
all the original moves in the Michael Jackson song.
The Blue Heat Dance team was a part of the Flash
Mob, contributing to over half of the members.
Angie Elgin, the outdoor program assistant, said
that they only held one mandatory practice but encouraged the members to come to the other meetings to practice the dance.
Lustre continued, by describing the purpose of
the Hash Mob. Being a participant in the Flash
Mob was their way of bringing people together for
a beneficial event. Overall, she thought the event

was a success.
Many students clearly agreed that the Hash Mob
was a success by their loud yells of excitement as
their friends and peers participated in the "Thriller"
dance. Students were caught off guard by the wellprepared performance.
Elwood interjected, giving the thumbs up about
the dance. When asked if any other songs would be
performed in the future, he performed the "Gangnam Style" dance.
Besides these popular attractions, they also offered a candy guessing contest and a costume contest with the grand prize of $50. Pumpkin painting,
UV light volleyball and a "touch-n-feel" box were
also cute activities offered at the event. Halloween
hits such as, "Werewolves of London," "Ghostbusters" and the "Monster Mash" had students and
faculty alike in the festive mood. Aramark catered
light refreshments for the event, sporting cute festive desserts.

Longwood Students are Going to Get Served!

Fourth International Dinner and Iron Chef Competition Coming to a Plate Near Yo
She added, "Many of the active members of
MOLA have just returned from a semester abroad
and have fond memories of a special family meal
served during their home stay."
Edwards revealed the dishes that will be served
at the event:
The Spanish team will serve the popular vegetarian dish tortilla de patata, or potato omelet, along
with sopa de calabaza, or a hearty beef stew with
fried potatoes.
The German team will serve rahmgulasch mit
spâtzle, a hearty beef stew with fried potatoes.
The French team will serve poulet Gruyère avec
champignons et courgettes farcie, or cheesy chicken and mushrooms with stuffed zucchini.
The judges for this year's Iron Chef Competition
include Interim President Marge Connelly, Chair of
the Department of English and Modern Languages

Dr. Brock-Servais and Dean of the Cook-Cole College of Arts and Sciences Dr. Charles Ross.
The silent auction at the event will include campus goods and merchandise from local Farmville
businesses, including the Sleeping Bee, El Patron,
Charley's, the Outer You and Gregory's Jewelers.
Edwards noted that what caused the interest in
choosing Doctors Without Borders as the main philanthropy for the event was how the "humanitarian
relief workers were some of the first on the ground
after the earthquakes in Haiti and Chile."
"In total, we've donated over $1,000 to DWB. Last
year was our most successful by far, with a $500
donation," said Edwards, who added that there is
hope "to set a new fundraising record" with over
100 students, faculty and staff in attendance.

SPCA holds during the year as "it takes a lot to orcessful."
According to the center's website, the Southside ganize it," said Fink. The event is only held in the
SPCA is a "donor-supported, tax-exempt, 501 (c) fall.
"We're talking about having the old shelter reno(3) organization" that provides care for over 36,000
animals. The no-kill shelter's goals include increas- vated into a senior shelter," said Fink. "We're going the number of adoptions of animals to loving ing to call it a 'Senior Sanctuary,' and [it will be a]
homes and decreasing the number of unwanted hound rehabilitation center for dogs that have spepets in Southside. This is in addition to their goals cial needs. Once we reopen that in the spring we're
of increasing spay/neuter awareness and availabil- talking about having a 'Senior Day,' and having an
ity, establishing endowment support to ensure a event, which would be a lot of fun, out of the old
steady flow of funding and increasing awareness shelter.
about the shelter.
Fink continued to talk about other events the shel"We adopted either three dogs and two cats or two ter goes to in order to spread awareness and direct
dogs and two cats," said Fink, "and one of the dogs peoples' attention toward the shelter itself. "We
had been there over six years. One of the hounds don't really have many other events at the shelter
that was doing agility was adopted, and she went itself, but we do go to events like the Heart of Virginia [Festival]. We have a big booth and different
to a long-term care home to be a therapy dog."
Young said, "I loved being able to see cute little things like that as we try to get our message out."
Qualifying a dog as a senior has many factors,
dogs be taken home, and it was a treat to see famisuch as the age of the dog or the breed. Different
lies out and adopting new family members."
Curtis Price, a sophomore and business major was breeds of dogs can be considered "seniors" at difanother volunteer who was working the shirt table ferent ages. For example, a Yellow Lab could be
along with the iPad raffle, agreed with Young's considered a senior at age seven.
"The dog we adopted out I'd call her a senior,"
stance on the adoption of the animals.
Fink
expanded. "Just long-term residents. Once
Price said, "If s very fulfilling to see dogs get
they've
been at the shelter a long time, some of the
homes who need them."
dogs
tend
to get institutionalized and are harder to
The open house is typically the only event the

adopt. Some of them are not going to be adopted
and so the 'Senior Sanctuary,' as we envision it, will
be a place where the dogs can live out their lives
and not be in the day-to-day, hustle and bustle of
the shelter. If s a quieter place. If s a place where
they can have a pretty nice life."
The shelter's staff is composed of almost all volunteers who work for free with the exception of two
paid staff members who take care of the animals on
a day-to-day basis. This lowers the overall cost the
shelter obtains throughout the year. Despite this,
there are still expenses that go toward keeping the
shelter running.
"Most of our funds come through donations
from our supporters through our newsletter or
through our website," Fink said. "People going to
our website can contribute. We put out a quarterly
newsletter, and we get most of our regular donations through that. Occasionally, we as a board will
write grants through different foundations for additional money, but most of our money comes from
our newsletter."
The Southside SPCA Animal Shelter is located at
7352 Patrick Henry Way in Meherrin, VA. For more
information, go online to www.southsidespca.org
or call (434) 736-9595.

Borders, a secular humanitarian-aid non-governmental organization that provides medical care to
Features Editor
countries around the world.
Lecturer in French Heather Edwards said, "Our
This marks the fourth year of the International
biggest
goal is to unite the language concentrations
Dinner and Iron Chef Competition at Longwood
in
their
efforts at raising funds and educating the
University. That means more fancy feasting, more
campus
about the cultures they study. What better
competitive cooking and more donating to Doctors
way
to
do
this than through an evening of comfortWithout Borders.
able
camaraderie,
beautifully spoken foreign lanThe Fourth Annual International Dinner and Iron
guages
and
delicious
food?"
Chef Competition will be held Nov. 13 at 6:30 p.m.
The
event
consists
of three teams - Spanish,
in the Nance Room of Dorrill Dining Hall. ReservaFrench
and
German
creating
dishes that will be
tions will be taken until Wednesday, Nov. 7. To purchase a ticket to attend the event, talk to the nearest judged upon, not only focusing on the deliciousmodern language major near you or email edward- ness of the dish, but the ethnic authenticity.
"When students choose dishes to be served at the
shm01ongwood.edu.
dinner,
they think first about their own culinary
The event is hosted by the Modern Language
Club (MOLA) and will also feature a silent auction experiences with the cultures of their target lanwith all proceeds going toward Doctors Without guage," said Edwards.
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Southside SPCA October Open House 'A Success'

MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor

On Sunday, Oct. 21, the Southside Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) held their
annual open house. Their goal was to raise enough
money to be able to keep the animals supplied with
enough for day-to-day care.
"[The open house] was able to raise about $6,000,"
stated Dr. Mark Fink, chair of the Biology department and a member of the SPCA board. "The open
house was very successful in that. All of the proceeds basically go for food and medical care for the
animals."
In order to raise the funds, the SPCA held multiple
raffles in order to encourage people who visited to
donate. The raffles varied from a single prize, consisting of an iPad 2, to multiple gift baskets. There
was also a table where people could buy T-shirts
and dog treats. There was also an agility showing
by some of the senior members of the shelter in
order to prove it wasn't too late to teach some old
dogs some new tricks.
"I flunk we learned a lot at the SPCA," said Jessica
Young, a senior in liberal studies at Longwood University and a volunteer managing one of the raffles
at the open house. 1 think the event was very suc-

Longwood University's Office of Public Relations
is looking for two or three part-time student
workers to assist the web and writing teams.
This is a great way to develop valuable skills
while earning some additional money.
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VOU WILL...
• write press releases for media outlets
• edit work for publication
• develop writing skills
YOU MUST BE...
• motivated
• proficient in Microsoft Office
- familiar with news writing
• eager to learn

YOU WILL..
• Update/fix websites
- Provide web support to departments
• Monitor social media
YOU MUST...
- understand how websites work
(HTML / web design skills preferred
but not required!)
- understand and use social media
(Facebook/Twitter)
• be able to learn software quickly
and proficiently

Send resume to Elizabeth Seaborn, Office of Public Relations
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A rts&Entertainment
Taylor Swift Paints the World 'Red' with her New Album

therotundaonline.webs.com

JONEL ANDREW

Contributor
America calls her its sweetheart boys call her
whiny and teenage girls and women call her their
idol. It seems that the only way to discover who the
real Taylor Swift is might be to listen to her music.
The singer released her fourth album on Oct. 22,
2012 titled "Red."
The new album consists of 16 tracks recalling
all her ups and (mostly) downs in her love
experiences. In the CD booklet, Swift describes i t
saying, T h i s album is about the other kinds of love
that I've recently fallen in and out of. Love that was
treacherous, sad, beautiful and tragic. But most of
all, this record is about love that was red."
In the album, Swift harmonizes with two
male artists. The first collaboration is with Gary
Lightbody, from the group Snow Patrol, in the
song titled "The Last l i m e " Swift also sings with
British artist Ed Sheeran in the song "Everything
Has Changed."
The biggest hits off the album are the ones that
practically scream revenge. "We Are Never Ever
Getting Bade Together" sounds like the happiest
break up song anyone has ever heard. Like ever.
"I Knew You Were Trouble" adds to the chipper
breakup theme, with a shocking dubstep chorus
covering up the heartbreaking lyrics that are typical
of Swift.
The 22-year-old artist bursts into the pop genre
with her catchy song called "22," for obvious
reasons, singing, "I don't know about you, but I'm

feelin' 22." Well, I sure hope so, Taylor. The song
gives off a carefree, reckless vibe with the lyrics "It
feels like the perfect night to dress up like hipsters
and make fun of our exes."
Swift has already mixed dubstep and pop into
the album, and her track "State of Grace" adds
elements of rock with a strong guitar and drums
notable throughout the whole song. If you're
looking for an easy and happy tune on the album,
you'll find it in her song "Starlight." This song
contains the infamous line "The night we snuck
into a yacht club party, pretending to be a duchess
and a prince," which may or may not be referring
to Swift and Conor Kennedy's wedding crash over
the summer. Another song that is easily referable
wtjtuld be "The Lucky One," which comes from the
story of the legendary Joni Mitchell.
Swift finally descends back into her natural
country sound with the title track "Red," "All Too
Well" and "Sad Beautiful Tragic." After an entire
album's worth of sappy and revengeful songs,
the album wraps up with a more hopeful tune
called "Begin Again" that tells the story of possibly
finding a new love "on a Wednesday in a café," and
leaves her listeners with a little bit of hope.
With an album that expands Swift's musical
genres, it captures her growth and maturity while
still making it entirely relatable to nearly all ages.
Being her most original album so far, "Red" goes
to show that with time, Swift will only continue to
improve.
Photo Courtesy toytormMMb nat

Taylor Swiff s newest album, "Red," makes teenage girls want to dance and sing along to all of her new songs.

A Week for the Comedians, the
Dreamers and the Historians

The One Direction Infection
Contributor

JESSICA GODART

Asst. A&lE Editor
T h e Campaign" - Long-term congressman Cam
Brady finally has an opponent in his campaign:
naive do-gooder Marty Huggins, who has been
sponsored by very wealthy CEOs who want to
see Brady taken down in order for them to expand
influence over North Carolina. The campaign turns
into a myriad of stunts and obstacles for the rivals
to undermine each other. The movie is a hilarious
comedy.
(Will Ferrell, Zach Galifianakis)

"Copper Season One" - In the 1860s in New York
City, Kevin Corcoran is an Irish-American cop with
a rough past. When he befriends two compatriots
from the Civil War, he discovers more about his
daughter's death and his wife's disappearance that
could lead to the truth he has always tried to find.
(Tom Weston-Jones, Kyle Schmid, Ato Essandoh)

"Safety Not Guaranteed" - When a man posts a
wanted ad looking for a time-traveling companion,
three journalists decide to embark on the story to
discover the details behind the ad. As they follow
their story, they discover just how far someone will
go to prove their beliefs. (Aubrey Plaza, Jake M.
Johnson, Mark Duplass, Karan Soni)
"Ruby Sparks" - After Calvin, a struggling writer;
creates an amazing girl named Ruby, he believes she
will love her creator. But when the writer wills her
to be real, Ruby shows up in the flesh weeks later;
she is not exactly how he wrote her though. Afraid
of changing his dream woman, Calvin will not
rewrite her errors and instead wants to experience
their relationship. (Paul Dano, Zoe Kazan)

Will Ferrell plays Cam Brady in T h e Campaign."

oetry Corner:
Worry

}

titled "Up All Night." Tomlinson talked about the
experience saying, "We came from nothing and
had no experience as a group at all. By the time we
If you have not heard of the boy band One came to the end of the show, we were a completely
Direction and have not screamed out the lyrics of different group. We worked so hard, and achieved
"What Makes You Beautiful" at the top of your so much."
lungs, then you surely have been out of the loop for
One Direction broke records on March 31, 2012
the past six months or so. One Direction is a five- by being the first British group to have a debut
member boy band that has had teenage females album reach number one in the USA. The album
around the entire planet falling hopelessly in love was released on Nov. 11,2011, which featured their
with their looks, personality, music and mostly first and most popular single "What Makes You
those heart-melting accents. It seems as if these Beautiful" released in September 2011. The single
boys popped out of nowhere and took the world also made history by being the biggest single preby storm, but where did it all begin?
order in Sony history. Their success intensified as
Harry Styles, Louis Tomlinson, Niall Horan, they launched their first tour with their "Up All
Li am Payne and Zayn Malik all auditioned for the Night" album in England, Australia and the US in
X-Factor UK in July of 2010. Harry, Louis, Liam and the summer of 2012. The group made their mark
Zayn all come from England while .Niall came all winning multiple awards such as the BRIT award
the way from Ireland for the audition. The boys in the UK, three BBC Teen Awards, three MTV
had auditioned separately without knowing one Video Music Awards and many more.
another in any way. None of the boys made it
The boys' success can mostly come from their
through, but as they were walking out to go home carefree manner and their ability to goof off and be
they were quickly asked to come back and offered themselves. They interact on Twitter almost daily
an opportunity that changed the rest of their lives. with tweets towards their fans and their friendly
Simon Cowell had asked the five boys to become personalities and respectable views towards
a band.
women have helped to captivate their incredibly
Despite the boy band placing third in the X-Factor loyal fandom.
competition, their fame was already well on its
The future is looking good for the biggest boy
way. Every girl in the UK was screaming for One band in the world, with a new single released,
Direction before they had even begun making their titled "Live While We're Young," and a new album
own music. Cowell signed One Direction with his on the horizon. Their second album titled 'Take
company, Syco, straight after the X-Factor final Me Home" will release on Nov. 13, 2012. Be sure
and they began recording for their very first album to grab it!
JONEL ANDREW

STUDENT VALUE MENU!

ERIC CUNE

Contributor

All items specially priced for students...
Choose from the following:

When pressed for truth
You're quick to assure
That our embraces
Neither put you off
Nor shirk your soul
But your words lay
Languid in open air,
Calm frequencies
Which fail to comfort
Though not for lack of trying.
Your face may soften

ww.dominos.com
434 392 3000

Medium two topping pizza
Large one topping pizza
Any two bread products
Any Artisan pizza

each only

$7.99

As your arms encircle mine,
Hands clasping the doubt
Which ensnares my back.
But part of me
Can't help but wonder
If the gentle spheres

Become a fan on Facebook to hear about our weekly specials:

Domino's Pizza - Farmville, Virginia...

Which meet my gaze
Don't mask some
Clandestine repulsion
Sheathed beneath
Your gracious skin.

and WELCOME BACK!
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Dear Hearts, Doctors and Letting "Moulin Rouge!"
Go of the Past
There's Just
Nothing Like It

However, I'm a little worried that
the writers might be becoming a
little too ambitious in using this
Well, the heart-snatching plot device in the narrative of the
smorgasbord continues. What first show. Already this season they've
started out as the modus operandi introduced Sir Lancelot from
solely of Regina has apparently Arthurian legend, the Chinese
become the in-vogue method of. heroine Fa Mulan, J.M. Barrie's
dispatchment for many characters villainous Captain Hook and now
on the show. Many a person has Dr. Frankenstein, another character
fallen by the wayside with a huge from Victorian literature.
hole left in their chest: Graham,
Now, "Frankenstein" is decidedly
Daniel, Mil ah and now an entire NOT a fairytale. Unlike the
camp of Fairytale Land refugees. But fairytales, if s a place specific story.
in this week's episode, T h e Doctor," It's not set in some ambiguous
there's a possible ray of hope in or mystical other realm thafs
restoring the heartless to life. Is a separated from our own, real
magical heart transplant the answer Land Without Magic. The events
to everyone's problems? Decidedly of the story mainly take place in
not. Sorry everyone, despite the 19th century Geneva, Switzerland,
promises of the showrunners, it which definitely exists in the real
looks like Graham will continue to world. But apparently the show
be as dead as a doornail.
has decided to treat places like Dr.
This failed magical mystery Frankenstein's Geneva, Fa Mulan's
cure was implemented by none China and Lancelof s Britain as their
other than Dr. Whale, or as he is own separate worlds, which, unlike
more appropriately known, Dr. ours, are completely open to interFrankenstein. Thafs right, one of world travel.
the biggest secondary mysteries
So, what else might we see in the
on the show was finally revealed. future? A Pocahontas whose Indian
However, the big reveal was slightly Tribe is not located in Virginia?
spoiled by the fact that Dr. Whale's A Dracula whose Transylvania is
real identity was made obviotis in completely separate from the one in
last week's promo for this episode, our world? The more complex your
so the impact was kind of lessened. plot and plot devices get the harder
Dr. Victor Frankenstein's inclusion it is to solidly sort out the logic of the
in the show marks the ever- world(s) you've created, which can
expanding pool of source material lead to a whole tangled, convoluted
the show's writers have to draw mess that requires quick write-in
from. The entire basis of "Once fixes that don't really make much
Upon a Time" is the expansion and sense. So, a word to die wise: Don't
even re-creation of classic fairytales get too big. If you do, things could
(particularly Grimm's fairytales), quickly become unmanageable.
but with the introduction of
On the topic of plot development
Jefferson and his world-and-time- this week, Regina is finally taking
hopping top hat, the writers could what is hopefully a big step in
bring together characters from the right direction of recovery.
fairytales from any time period and Hopefully, her willing decision to
any fictional land.
let go of Daniel and all the nasty
MEGAN WADE

Copy Editor

events in the past that were attached
to him, and some continued therapy
sessions with Dr. Archie Hopper/
Jiminy Cricket will help Regina to
turn over a new leaf and maybe even
be ready to forgive and reconcile
with Snow White once she gets
back. Heck, so far Regina's already
doing a lot better than everyone else;
every other character is consumed
with inner turmoil over something
from their past and their inability
to let go and move on. So, Regina is
exceeding everyone else in terms of
personal growth and development.
Meanwhile, back in Fairytale Land,
Hook is faring with the fearsome

foursome (well, really the fearsome
threesome plus Princess Aurora)
as well as expected: absolutely
horribly. Hook's guy-linered eyes
and pretty face aren't getting him
anywhere with these ladies and
Emma's internal B.S. Meter hones in
on him pretty quickly. The jig is up
and the good captain lays his story
out and our merry band finds out
there might be a way home.
Tune in next Sunday at 8 p.m. on
ABC to see the further adventures of
our lady heroes (and Hook) and find
out a little more about Emma's life
pre-Storybrooke in 'Tallahassee."
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Captain Hook feigns injury to decieva our band of heroes into giving up information.
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M o r e "MMMBop" please?
No, Hanson are not getting
back together, sadly, but their
sons could have a future in
the music business. Isaac, Zac
and Taylor Hanson each have
sons that were born in 2008 and
think it would be great if they
could all come together one
day to create magical music.
Apparently, all of the children
are very musically inclined and
outgoing, and their dads hope
to see them on the stage one
day. I don't know if the world is
ready for a second "MMMBop,"
but thankfully we'll have a
while to wait, as they children
are still only four years old.
Source: perezhilton.com
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F o r those who haven't heard
the blasphemous news, Disney
has purchased Lucas film Ltd.
from George Lucas and already
*:• •I has plans to release a seventh
•5 episode of the "Star Wars" series
during 2015. Disney has also
•
« i released that they will create a
seventh and eighth episode, as
well. Word on the street is that
•« . George Lucas will receive about
half of the $4.05 billion dollar
«N
value but claims he is selling
»
Lucasfilm Ltd. so that "Star
Wars" can live on forever. Yeah,
okay. I'm definitely not setting
my hopes high for these new
films.
*A
4
Source: theveige.com
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B r u n o Mars, reggae-pop fusion
artist, is releasing a new album in
December, entitled "Unorthodox
Jukebox." This album, unlike
any other work Mars has done
before, is supposed to represent
Mars' "freedom." "Unorthodox
Jukebox" is a musical mixture of
sounds, as Bruno pulls inspiration
from all genres, ranging from
hip-hop to soul. Earlier this
year, Bruno also signed with a
new company, BMG Chrysalis,
which could also explain the new
direction in his sound. So far, he
has released the single "Locked
Out of Heaven" which keeping
repeating on my iPod daily, so
L for once, am really looking
forward to this new album.
Source: entertainmentwise.com
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Octomom? She's
R remember
e
kind of hard to forget; she
only had nearly 1,000 children.
Well, it seems Octomom, also
known as Nadya Suleman, has
checked into rehab for a Xanax
dependence. Reportedly, the
Octomommy began using the
drug to help her cope with the
stress and anxiety of running a
small child army. Drug abuse
is never a laughable situation,
but after one too many nudie
pictures leaked and social
worker visits to her home, if s
kind of hard to take Suleman
seriously.
Currently,
three
nannies are joining together to
care for. the clan while Mom is
away. I wish Suleman a speedy
recovety!
Source: latimes.com

Briefs Complied By: Holly Hackworth, Business Manager
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Game

C o r n e r : Hide Yo' Kids from 'Heavy Rain'

to find out which one of
the four is the serial killer.
The Origami Killer kidnaps
This week's game is young boys and keeps
not lighthearted like last them in a grate filled with
week's "Paper Mario." water. The killer then forces
"Heavy Rain" is a dark their fathers to follow dues
suspense/detective thriller hidden in origami shapes
made by Quantic Dream, to save their children before
which is a French video the kids are drowned by the
game developing company rainfall. The game is filled
founded in 1997, according with real-time decisions
to the "Heavy Rain" wiki. that players must make
This game is only available in order to progress the
for PS3. "Heavy Rain" game. The most suspenseful
came out in 2010, and the parts involve Ethan Mars'
game's story is set in 2011. storyline because he is a
According to IGN.com, this father whose son has been
game is rated M for blood, kidnapped, so players get
intense violence, nudity, to see die Origami Killer's
sexual
content,
strong five gut-wrenching trials
firsthand.
language and use of drugs.
Story: The entire story
Controls: Very unique,
revolves around a series of but i f s not the best out
kidnappings and murders of the games I've played.
by a serial killer known as Compared to most other
die Origami Killer. The point games, these controls are
of the game is to use the complex and very specific.
perspectives of four unique Players do get used to it
characters: Norman Jayden, after playing for a while,
Ethan Mare, Scott Shelby but in combination with
and Madison Paige, in order the strange camera angles
CHELSEA PUTLAND

Staff Copy Editor

players get, it is a setup
for disaster. What makes
this fact worse is that if
you miss or mess up one
important command, your
entire game outcome could
be ruined. Unlike most
games, "Heavy Rain" has
an incredible number of
possible outcomes, since all
four characters can die or
make different decisions.
Thankfully you can replay
a chapter if something
happened that you didn't
intend. I was heartbroken
by my first final outcome, so
I reloaded the scene where
I messed up and problem
solved!
Graphics: Fantastic. Ifs
very cinematic, and the
settings are well done. All
of the main character's
appearances are based on
real people, so the realistic
facial models were made
using
motion
capture
technology on actors' faces
and bodies. However, some
character
models
look
better than others. Emotions

\

are not always accurately
expressed because faces
often do not move enough.
One character that is fairly
consistent in his expressions
and good graphic quality is
Scott Shelby, who happens
to be my favorite character.
Music and Sound: Really
beautiful. I have the entire
soundtrack
downloaded,
and I listen to it regularly.
The tones of each song
really convey the character,
emotion, place or situation
they represent. But some
of the voice acting might
throw some players off. In
my circle of gaming friends,
Norman Jayden is known
affectionately as "Nahman"
because thafs how his name
sounds when his French
voice actor/model attempts
to do a Jersey accent. But on
the whole, the voice acting
and sound effects are well
done and pretty realistic.
Replay Value: MediumHigh. The only reason I'm
hesitant to say just High
is that if the player does

everything
"correctly"
the first time, some might
think there isn't a reason
to play it again except
to purposefully mess up
certain parts to see what
happens. However, this
game's plot alone is enough
to keep players coming
back.
I've
completely
played it through twice,
and I made almost the
exact same choices, so it all
depends on if you're the
kind of player who likes to
experiment with plot and
final outcomes.
Finally, would I
recommend this game?
As long as you can handle
lots of death and violence
in video game form, have
good reaction time and
access to a PS3, I would
definitely recommend i t
This game is fantastic
and the atmosphere really
draws you in. If you're like
me, once you start this game
you won't want to stop
playing it

JESSICA GODART

Asst A&E Editor
The other day my suitemate
bought "The Phantom of the Opera"
from the store; the one with Gerard
Butler and Emmy Rossum. Because
she bought i t she's been watching it
almost nonstop for two days. I love
these types of movies though, the
kind that are musicals but they have
the storyline and the non-singing
moments also.
A&E
I started thinking about all the
movies that were like "Phantom
COLUMN
of the Opera." I came up with
everything from "Mamma Mia!"
and "Rock of Ages," to "The Sound of Music" and
"Fiddler on the Roof and even "Grease" and "Moulin
Rouge!" but - wait - "Moulin Rouge!" really is not like •
the others at all. Thafs when I realized that "Moulin
Rouge!" - with the ever-so-attractive and rugged, Ewan
McGregor as the penniless writer, Christian, and the •
beautiful Nicole Kidman as the seductive dancer, Satine
- was actually a one of a kind film.
Now, I know a lot of people actually have not seen
the movie, but everyone that I have talked to that has
seen it say they loved it The first time I saw i t I was -;
skeptical. My sister had bought it and I walked in on i
a bunch of cancan dancers and some big guy with
makeup on singing with them. I know, weird, but then
I actually gave the movie a chance and watched it by
myself about a year later. It took my sister that long to
convince me that it wasn't as weird as I had thought it
was. Let me say this much: listening to Ewan McGregor
break out in to "Your Song" (originally written and
performed by Sir Elton John) was more than enough to
convince me of the movie's greatness.
While every other musical-film was made from
an adaptation of a Broadway production or novel,
"Moulin Rouge!" was made from a completely original
script co-written by its producer and director, Baz
Luhrmann. Luhrmann got the idea from a four hourlong Bollywood movie they saw in India. The director
has described the production in India as high comedy
and high tragedy, brother on brother with some musical
numbers all wrapped up in four hours of Hindi.
For those who have not seen "Moulin Rouge!," first of
all, it is a chick flick, so I understand guys not seeing it
... slightly (ladies, just know you are within your rights
to make your boyfriend sit down and watch it with
you). But girls, this movie has everything! A little bit of
"Romeo and Julief' mixed with "Fiddler on the Roof."
Okay, a little more description? The movie is about
a poor writer, Christian, who travels to France in the
year 1900 during the Bohemian Revolution to become a
writer. When visiting the Moulin Rouge one night with
some friends he meets Satine, a - for a lack of a better
word - prostitute who is the most wanted woman in
France. She is not only dying to leave the life she lives
behind and find love and become a real actress, but she
is also actually dying of tuberculosis (she just doesn't
know it).
After quite a comedic mix-up, Satine and Christian
meet and instantly fall in love, but she's supposed to be
with a rich duke who's going to buy the Moulin Rouge
and make her a star instead of a prostitute. So (enter in
Romeo and Juliet plotline) the couple figure out they
are going to have to sneak around and find another
way to be together.
Pretty simple, right? Okay, not really. But not only
does it have hilarious moments between the characters,
the movie also has amazing songs from featured artists
such as Madonna, Sir Elton John, The Police and even
a cover-version song by Christina Aguilera, Pink, Mya
and L'il Kim (points for those who know what song it
is). When performing the songs, the actors skillfully
mastered the art of making a song beautiful and
slightly funny at the same time.
So let's be honest here, there's not a musical quite
like this one. Don't get me wrong! I can quote "Rock
of Ages" and "Mamma Mia!" better than anyone, but
there just is no movie that can compare to the story of
"Moulin Rouge!." Yes, the others are classics; nothing
will ever beat "The Sound of Music" in musicals
just because of the storyline itself and the music and
characters, but really, how many people have seen
the actual production and not just the movie version
with Julie Andrews pre-"Princess Diaries" days? I will
confess: I'm one of those that have only seen the movie
(fnoshame).If my opinion isn't much to go off of, look up the
movie. It won three Golden Globes and was nominated
for six academy awards, taking home two of those for
Best Costume Design and Best Art Direction.
So I know there are going to be a few days this
semester or next (hopefully) when classes are going
to be cancelled for some freak storm or snow storm or
something, so why not curl with a friend, a boyfriend,
family, anyone really and divulge into a world of
beauty, truth, freedom and love. A world that lives only
in the "Moulin Rouge!"

"* This editorial is an opinion staled by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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Diapers, Spit-up, and Nick JR: An Unusual Longwood Experience
ERIN CONNER

Contributor
Everyone has a special story
about his or her time at Longwood,
something unique, exciting — some
type of adventure. Sometimes, in the
most unexpected places, your life can
be turned upside down. This is my
story.
If s 2010, and I am in my sophomore
year at Longwood. I've been feeling a
little strange and sick lately and quite
worried like most females would be,
but hoping for the best. I wake up one
morning, lock myself in the bathroom
for five minutes and run downstairs to
his door.
He answers, and I shove the positive
pregnancy test in his hands before
jetting off to class, but not without
stopping to vomit in the bushes first,
and yes, there was a tour of visiting
parents and their eager prospective
students staring at me, probably
thinking I was just a hung-over college
student.
My life was over. I couldiTt finish
school, I had to find work, I couldn't

live at home anymore. What would
my friends, my family, him, his family,
everyone think of me? I was in the
Honors College, I graduated high
school with a 3.98 GPA in the top 10 of
my class, I was going to be a writer, a
teacher... I was going to be successful.
How could any of these things happen
with a child in the picture? It seemed
like everyone was against me. I should
just get it "taken care of... " But how?
How could I when I was already so
secretly in love with the tiny little
unseen life inside of me?
So here I am, two years and nine
months later, sitting next to the most
beautiful two year old I have ever
seen. She is snoring away, and I am
trying to gather the energy to get
up and dean, do laundry and do
homework. Here I was just a few years
ago complaining about how hard it
was to find motivation to study — if
only I had known just how much more
difficult it could be. I failed most of my
classes the semester I was pregnant
because of morning sickness (which
happens, believe it or not, not just in
the mornings).

I took a year off — the fall semester
of 2010 in which she was bom — and
the following semester to get used
to everything. By the time I began
school again as a full-time student
in the fall of 2011, Abbie, her father
(now my fiancé) and I were living in
an apartment complex in Farmville,
both of us working at Macado's and
both continuing school full-time,
with relatives too far away to help
out. It seemed unreal, being back in a
classroom. Excited and nervous, I was
eager to prove that I can do this, I can
be a strong woman, I can get my degree
and a career for my daughter's sake, if
not my own.
Now, her dad is only a year and a half
from graduating with a degree in Music
Education; he is an amazing saxophone
player and a huge part of the music
department here at Longwood and has
a full load of classes five days a week.
I am pursuing a degree in Elementary
Education, which I will have in whoknows-how-long. I am still full time,
but trying not to get overwhelmed with
the cost of school for anything over
14 credits, deadlines for the education

department and everything else we
have to do.
We work all weekend, every
weekend. There is never a day off.
There are classes, parking decals,
books, food, clothes, water, electric,
rent, insurance, gas, doctor bills, a
babysitter and Internet to pay for. I stay
up most nights from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
doing homework and studying, and
then there are a couple hours of sleep
before waking at 6 a.m. to get the three
of us ready for our day. I have to work
twice as hard and for twice as many
hours each day to get the A's that I used
to.
This is by no means a complaint or a
cry for help; rather, it's an explanation.
If s me letting you know why I almost
always show up to class with bags
under my eyes, in sweat pants, no
makeup on, looking like I either partied
too hard or don't care. If s why I don't
look like all the other girls anymore, the
ones who have time for themselves. If s
why I accidentally knocked you out of
your seat trying to get to mine because
I was late. It's why I bumped into your
drink on your desk and spilled it all

over your notes. If s why when I was
taking your order at Macado's the other
weekend I forgot your ketchup and
stuttered a little bit. If s why I'm quiet;
or maybe I snapped at you; or perhaps
I forgot something important — after
all, if s impossible to be perfect. If s
impossible to remember everything. If s
hard to be in a setting where everyone
is so different from you, and they don't
even know it.
But I know I'm not the only one.
There has got to be more young parents
like me who are full-time students,
work and take care of their baby with
their significant other. Even if this is
not your specific case, I know there
are some of you who feel singled out,
different or are experiencing something
that makes it difficult to continue with
school or get good grades. You are, not
alone.
I know that through my struggle,
through all the pain, exhaustion and
tears, it will be so worth it in the end
when my daughter is there to clap for
me as I finally get my diploma.

This Town is Our Town: Don't Just Go to Longwood, Engage with Farmville
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
When anyone but a college
student decides to live in a place
for 10 months, they get ready
to feel at home. However, what
undergrads do is a particular
type of denial. They go, at the
first sign of a break, back to their
places of origin and forget that
the college town exists. Would
an itinerate worker, who's there
only to make money, choose not
to enter the nearest city? No,
they'd use the city to its greatest
convenience.
So why does a college
student draw such big, bold
distinctions? Because someone
put it into their heads that they
were destined for some better
place than where they went
to college. The town where
they got their education is the
stoolie before an undergrad
conquers the world. Of course
if s narcissistic, but when is that
ever a good argument against a
narcissist? And yes, I'm saying
that the average college student
is a narcissist. Deal with it.
Rather than talk about how if s
blatantly selfish to cut your self
off from your college town, lef s
talk about how if s specifically
bad for the students.
First, I'm going to get really
personal. Noses will be broken.
Ears will be boxed. In Farmville,

the student bodies at Hampden
Sydney and Longwood
outnumber the citizens. The
natural order would proscribe'
much of what Farmville is to the
student's interests. However,
this is not the case in Farmville.
Very little of the towns' venues
take aim at student customers.
There isn't a place like a hookah
bar, for example, to harness the
often-eclectic tastes of students.
I already wrote an article
detailing the feelings that make
town pull away from student
and vice versa. I'm not going to
repeat those observations here.
However, I am going to say that
the reason so little of Farmville
serves students is because so
few students serve Farmville.
For narcissists, the idea of give
and take, not take by virtue of
awesomeness, is foreign. So, I'll
understandably have to break it
down.
How many of you have pulled
a shift at FACES, cleaned a road,
helped out some local religious
establishment? A couple
hundred of you? Good. How
many do that work weekly and
without having to because of
LSEM or because of your Greek
organization's philanthropy?
Oh. Looks like I lost about 95
percent of my volunteers.
The audience member might
ask, "Is that needed?" They
might ask, D o you do any

of those things?" No, I'm not
continuously involved in
Farmville Philanthropy. No,
Farmville does not require that
you become a white winged
saint. Do I, however; try to
treat the place I go to school
with respect? Does the place
you go to school need that to
acknowledge your existence?
Yes and yes. If you care about
people, they have this curious
habit of caring about you. This
extends not only to giving you
more venues in which you can
play because they knoW you
want them. This also extends
to caring enough in the town of
Farmville to vote.
The Presidential Election is a
no brainer and really, it would
matter more or less equally
no matter where you go. The
things you want to vote on
to be relevant in Farmville or
any college towns are the local
government, the representative,
the senators and the governor.
Sure, the president rides the
destiny of the nation and all that
cool stuff, but the people who
decide what happens in a town
and even if that town is going
to contain something you want
are going to be local, state and,
to a lesser extent, congressional.
By magic, they may actually see
you as a constituency they want
to make happy.
So, what am I saying? I'm

Longwood students should take time to give back to the place they call their second home.

saying that if you act like a
citizen, you'll get the benefits of
being a citizen; and why do you
want those benefits? The answer
is simple: you'll walk off of your
college campus and actually feel

at home.
"Is Farmville a place that
needs improvement?" some
might ask. No, Farmville is
already its own place and not
needing any improvement it
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doesn't ask for. However, if the
student wants a part in what
Farmville is, instead of watching
it develop in spite of them, they
should get involved.

You Have Questions? I Have Answers: Being Engaged in College
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
At the end of the last spring
semester, former Editor-in-Chief of The
Rotunda Nicole Dales wrote a piece
about young couples engaged and
planning weddings in college. I was
one-half of one of the couples featured,
and since then I have been flooded
with questions about my relationship.
I'm not going to repeat the article,
because redundancy isn't necessary,
but I will attempt to clear up some of
the questions that I've been asked since
becoming engaged.
How long have you been engaged?
Do you plan on living with him before

the wedding?
Almost a year. We got engaged on
Christmas morning, 2011. Sorry guys,
but there's no better Christmas present
than the person you love getting down
on one knee in the snow and asking
you to spend the rest of your life
with him. And yes, I basically live in
his apartment with him over breaks
and we're going to live together this
summer before I go off to graduate
school. I think living together before
marriage is important, but that depends
on the beliefs of each couple. I don't
mind "living in sin" before I get
married — if s not that big of a deal
to me. Our parents are fine with us
living together before the wedding and
we have their utmost support to get
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Scary movie marathons
Fully charged batteries

married whenever we have the money.

I get that question every time someone
finds out I'm engaged. I feel like when
you know who you want to be with,
and you're lucky enough for them to
feel the same, why wait?

How long did you and your fiancé
date before you got engaged?
This is a tough question. My fiancé,
Ian, and I have been dating off and
Do you think getting married so
on since the sixth grade. Yes, you read
young is a good idea? Who's paying
that correctly. We have been dating
for the wedding?
per say, since we were eleven years
I think thaf s up to the individuals
old. Thaf s ten years, almost eleven
•getting married. For me, I think i f s
years. Our first date was dinner after
a good idea. I've dated other people,
one of his wrestling matches in middle
and so has Ian, but ifs never been the
school. Adorable, I know. We've had
same with anyone else. We're going to
our rough patches and broken up, of
wait for another year and half before
course, but those times apart were
we get married, maybe even longer,
some of the worst years of my life.
We've been together now for two years but an engagement isn't marriage. I
don't think people should get married
and going strong. We've dated other
people, but nobody even comes close in until they're ready. I could get married
tomorrow and that would be perfectly
comparison.
fine with me; I could get married in
Why rush into marriage? Do you feel five years and that would be fine, too.
Whether or not you should wait to
Uke you're rushing into marriage?
get married is literally based on how
There really isn't a rush — not for
strong the relationship is before you get
us, at least. We've been dating for
engaged. Our parents are not paying
so long and engaged for basically a
for our wedding. Our wedding is going
year now and we're just now talking
logistics when it comes to the wedding. to be our first big "purchase" together.
Weddings cost a lot and we're going to
We don't go to the same university
have a big wedding, so thaf s another
(he goes to Radford) and we're not
planning on going to the same graduate reason we're waiting a while to get
married. A lot of money saving is going
school. We're not really rushing our
to take place between now and when
engagement because we both have
we say "I do."
pretty much the same plan for the
future and nothing will stop us from
being together after all of our schooling
Whaf • the real story behind your
is completed. There isn't an extenuating relationship?
circumstance for us to get married so
The funny — well, kind of funny
young. No, I'm not pregnant and yes,
— story is that our father's were best

friends growing up. They've known
each other since elementary school and
when Ian and I were born boy and girl,
respectively, it was like a match made
in heaven. Our fathers didn't push us
together, but it just worked out that
way. We were literally best friends since
before kindergarten. Well, except for
that time in the fifth grade when I cut
off his rat-tail because nobody should
have a rat-tail. We argue with each
other daily, but I'd rather aigue with
him about stupid stuff than never have
an argument with anyone else. He's my
rock. He's been there for me through so
much. I couldn't find someone else like
him even if I tried my hardest.
Whaf s your definition of "love"?
Love means different things for
everyone. I don't know if I can*
articulate what love is because ifs not
something thaf s easily explained. I
know I love Ian because I can feel i t
When he's not with me, I miss him
terribly. When he is with me, my heart
feels like if 11 burst with happiness. I
still get butterflies in my stomach when
he calls me or when I get a letter from
him in the mail (and yes, we do send
snail-mail love letters back and forth).
I've tried dating other people, but it
never worked out because I couldn't
even think about loving one of them
the way I love Ian. You will know love
when you feel it; ifs an undeniable
feeling that is special to each person
who experiences it.

Women's Soccer Ready for Radford Highlanders
on top of the world [and]
physically
beat up,"
Sports Editor
according to 19thyear head
As if one crucial rivalry coach Todd Dyer.
"We had practice Monday,
game wasn't enough, the
and
usually that Monday's a
Longwood women's soccer
fitness
day for us, but before
team has to do it again.
classes,
our athletic trainer
After avoiding an upset on
Jenna
Page
said 'Okay, here's
Saturday night in Farmville
who's
out
and
who's beat up
by defeating Liberty in a
shootout, the Lancers (13-5- a little bit.' If s nothing major,
2, 8-2-1 Big South) take on but we were really feeling the
Radford (12-2-4, 7-0-4 Big physical effects of our battle
South) on Friday at 7 p.m. against Liberty.
on the campus of Winthrop
"It was a physical game,
University in Rock Hill, so we had to work through
S.C. in the semifinals of the that a little. But emotionally,
Big South Women's Soccer they're on top of the world."
Championship.
The shootout decision was
The team is "emotionally one of the bigger wins in
ERIC HOBECK

team history, but that list may
have one more game come
Friday night if the Lancers go
through to the final.
"If s funny," said Dyer. "If s
probably a coin toss figuring
out who's our biggest rival.
I think have the team would
tell you Radford and the
other half would tell you
Liberty.
"The big thing with Radford
is that they're the defending
[Big
South]
champion.
They've won four Big South
tournaments, so if we're ever
going to win one at some
point if s going to have to go
through Radford, so we're
excited for the opportunity. I
think we're in a pressurefree situation. Winthrop
is hosting so they've got
to feel good about their
chances. High Point

SPORTS BRIEFS

has won two of the last seed
and they've got to feel good,
and Radford is the defending
champion so they have to
feel good. We're the new kids
on the block and looking
forward to making the most
of our opportunity."
Being the No. two seed
in this year's tournament,
Radford hasn't lost much in
terms of talent this year. Dyer
says, "They're good. They
score a lot of goals; they don't
give up a lot of goals. As far
as specific players, Rachel
Conway is, to me, their best
player. She does a little bit of
everything. Up front, Sahar
Aflaki was a high' school
teammate of [Longwood
sophomore] Kelsey Trace.
They have athletes all over
the field, they've got size,
and they've got pace.

"Ifs going to take a
collective effort as far as
competing against them and
what we expect from them.
Junior Kelsey Pardue
leads Longwood with seven
goals. Four players are tied
for second with three each.
Pardue leads the team with
six assists, and senior Lindsey
Ottavio comes in second with
five. Offensively, Radford is
led by Julie Ruh'e and Kara
Nay with six goals and three
assists each. Conway has six
goals and two assists. Mary
Wiley has three goals and
seven assists, and Aflaki has
scored three goals with two
assists.
Longwood visited Radford
on Oct. 18, and the teams
played to a 0-0 draw.

Sandy Could Cause Problems for New York Games
' Hurricane Sandy rolled up the East Cbast on Monday and hit
several major cities hard. One of these places was New York City
where there are a few professional sports games were scheduled to
take place this week.
The National Basketball Association's regular season opener between flie New York Knicks and the New Jersey Nets has the potential to be postponed in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. The
game is supposed to be played Thursday at the Barclay's Center in
Brooklyn, however the hurricane caused power outages throughout the area and public transportation has been shut down
, - While the Knicks and Nets still plan on playing as scheduled this
Thursday, the final decision will be up to the league, which still
hasn't made a concrete decision whether to play or not yet
Another New York team that may have issues come game day
is the New York Giants. The Giants are supposed to host the Pittsburgh Steelers this Sunday at MetLife Stadium in New, York. ESPN
reporter Dan Graziano said, "On the game at MetLife, the stadium
apparently is fine. We are going to prepare to play and will stay in
close touch with public authorities."
¿¿feSjflapBtt
Like Graziano states, the game is still scheduled to go on but
the league is prepared for anything that could happen. In die past
games have been easily rescheduled.' They have been moved from
Sunday to Monday with little difficulty and even to a Tuesday once
beforeforPhiladelphia due to weather. The only problem with rescheduling games like this are the fans that may have been there on
Sunday may not be able to make it on a Monday which could cause
the need to offer refundstoticketholders.
r •r * r < ;

Should London have a Football Team?

Men's Soccer: Tournament Still Within Reach
JOSEPH SCHUMACHER

Asst. Sports Editor
It has been a rough season so far for
the Longwood Men's Soccer team, but
all hope isn't lost. There is still a chance
for the team to make it to the 2012
Big South Men's Soccer Tournament
next week The Tournament will take
place Nov. 6 -11. The top eight teams
in the conference will take spots in the
tournament, with the tournamenf s
semifinals and finals taking place Nov.
9 and 11 in Greensboro, N.C.
Longwood will be traveling to
Winthrop on Oct. 31 and will potentially,
pending the outcome of the match, be
bound for the tournament. The Lancers
will have to play hard, but ifs possible
that with a win and a Gardner-Webb
loss, that the Lancers could be in. A
Lancer win would put their record u p

T h e

to 3-6-1 and a loss on Gardner-Webb's
part will bring them to 2-5-2, securing
Longwood a spot in the tournament.
Last week in their matchup against
Navy, they played well in the first half.
During the second half, however, the
Lancers started to slow down and Navy
kept the pressure on, unfortunately
resulting in three goals and a Longwood
loss.
Both Devin Pierce and Jonathan
Kukapa lead the Lancers with seven
points apiece, three of those points
being goals for Pierce and two for
Kukapa. Freshman Sam Yardley is
right on their heels with two goals
and four points. If the team brings
their A-game on Wednesday and plays
strong at Winthrop, a win and a place
in the conference tournament is a real
possibility.

R o t u n a a I S

At the National Football League's Fanfest rally last Saturday, the
New England Patriots owner Robert Kraft expressed his feelings
that London is more than ready to start their own NFL franchise.
'According to ESPNBoston.com reporter Mike Reiss, Kraft, talking
About London told the thousands of people in attendance "You're
already hosting the premier league, and we believe we're the pre*
mier sport in the world. 1 think London has shown, with the way
they've handled the Olympics and every other major sporting • • • K ..
ERIC HOBEOC. SPORTS EDITOR (19-13H
event, that ifs time for you to have your own NFL franchise, based No. 1 Alabama over No. 5 LSUt It will be dose, especially considering tfregamq^ÉWj
in London."
Death Valley at Baton Rouge. However, I expect the Crimson Tidetowin it, The o n j f i
The NFL has had six regular-season games played in London other team in the nation that can beat Alabama right now is Kansas State. Alabama is
since the NFL started. This is changing quickly, however; the Jacksimplytoogood for LSU.
.
«« t ^ K S W H I
sonville Jaguars alone will have home games played in London No. 2 Kansas State over No. 24 Oklahoma State: Speak of the devil, ! expect Kansas
each, starting next season until at least the 2016 season. However, State to win at home. Collin Klein may or may not be the best quarteibackin the cantptar«*.
having a home game in London doesn't seem to pose any signif- but he is a solid Héismàn candidate. Bill Snyder wants a national champiOilaitìfo'ÉlÉf •
icant advantagesforany American teams. They are playing at a
although this could be a trap gameforthe Wildcats, they should win this Saturdayneutral site where time zones, field and crowd don't play into ei- No. 17 USC ovetNo. 4 Oregon: Oregon is one of the best teams in the country, there'» rp
ther teams favor.
•
• •-,.. £ ilffP^iM doubt. USC is mainly playing for pride at this point, and a potential Rose Bowl bid. The
Kraft goes on to talk about how having a team there would be game will be in Los Angeles, and I have the Trojans winning in my upset spedai of the
good for them. In the article, he goes on to say, "As these things de- week. Remember, this is the USC team that was ranked No. 1 in the pie-season APpOjl.
velop and there's a permanent home team now, I'm sure they'll de- UCLA over No. 22 Arizona: This won't be as big of an upset as the one across town, b u t
velop a great following," Having a team in London would not only UCLA is a great team this year. Even though Arizona just beat USC this past weekend,'
be goodforLondon, but it may be good for the NFL too. It would
they won't leave the Rose Bowl too happy. The Bruins have this one.
open up their fan base, as well as bring in much more money for
the league having fans in two countries goingtogames, possibly
JOSEPH SCHUMACHER. ASST. SPORTS EDITOR (17-15):
even crossing the Atlantictosee their favorite teams as well as all
No. 1 Alabama over No. 5 LSli Even though the game is away at LSU this week
of the NFL merchandise that would be sold with the new fans over
and both teams have played exceptionally well. However, Alabama didn't gettobe
in London. In the long run, a team in London could benefit all parundefeated and become number one for nothing, they're gonna take it this week.
ties.
No. 2 Kansas State over No. 24 Oklahoma State: Kansas State outranks Oklahoma
by quite a bit and they are playing at home with the crowd at their backs. Oklahoma
doesn't have a chance.
No. 4 Oregon over No. 17 Southern Cah Oregon is higher ranked and to
simply the better team in this matchup. I think thè game will be dose being at
The San Francisco Giants swept the Detroit Tigers on Sunday
Southern California but Oregon's goingtowin this one.
_ jiMrfSj
night to clinch their second World Series title in three seasons. The
No.
23
Unas
over
No.
18
Texas
Tèdi:
Even
though
the
game
is
at
Texas
Tech,
the
home
Giants win Sunday night also made it so that a National League
team
advantage
might
not
do
so
much
for
them.
The
schools
are
dose
enough
that
die
team has won the series three seasons in arowwhich hasn't hapdiehard
fans
can
make
the
trip
to
support
their
team.
Texas
is
also
coming
off
a
win
pened in 30 yean.
which can only help their morale. Texas gets the win.
The Tigers played admirably, considering the fact that they had
UCLA
over
No.
22 Arizona: Even though Arizona is ranked and UClAif>at I tWpk, jm
lost the first three games of the .series in less than spectacular fashUCLA
has
this
one. They actually have a better record and are playing at h o m c . E S
ion, by taking the game into extra innings. Unfortunately for the
Tigers, however, the Giants didn't work so hard in the first three
GUEST KEVIN GREEN (GUESTS 6 - 6 ) :
games to let the series go more than four games.
No.
1
Alabama
over
No.
5
LSU: The Crimson Tide are a more complete package at this '
- Many of the Giants players and coaches had a lottosay to ESPN
•
,
.
point.
It
will be dose, but Bama prevails. 24-16.
about the game and why they ended up taking the 2012 world tiNo.
2
Kansas
State
over
No.
24 Oklahoma State: K-State is firing on adi cylinders iivatt
de. Outfielder Hunter Pence said Tor one, we didn't allow doubt
three
phases.
They
wall
have
too
much for the Cowboys in this one. Wildest» win
to ever creep in. You know, the thing that made this team so speNo, 4 Oregon over No. 17 Southern Cab The Trojans are struggling. Every Oregon
cial is just playing as a team, caringforeach other. We had our
i6 a track meet. A happy medium is a healthy Oregon blowout win. 46-28.
backs against the wall and we knew it wasn't going to be easy.
No. 18 fexds Itch over No. 23 Texas: Texas Tech will be fired up after an emb'JU'ri^STO?®!
Ifs not supposedtobe." The Giants had no illusions that winning
game four would be easy and so they came in expecting a battle E losstoKr§Wrt«. Texas will hang toughfora while, but ultimately, the Red Raiders i f & j j
^ L j JM have too much offense. Texas Tech wins 42-31.
A J ^ ^ K S
which is exactly what they got. Coming in with that mindset most
likely had a big impact on the outcome of the game. Had the Gi- B UCLA over No. 22 Arizona: Both teams have surprising lately. Arizona ìàridÉagl^priJR
after upending USC and have a tough road test. This one has trap written aU over it.
ants come in thinking that they were just going to walk all over
x>,
°'• • s
UCLA wins 24-21.
the Tigers like they had in the few games, the Tigers might have v ^ ^ r T * Vrvi Vi
taken advantage of that lax mindset and won, possibly extending
the scries a couple mote games.
The Giants outscored the Tigers 16-6 and held them to a 1.42
Earned Run Average and a .159 batting average for the Series.

Pigskin P i c k i

Giants Sweep Tigers in the World Series

Redskins Not
Playing to Potential
JOSEPH SCHUMACHER

Asst. Sports Editor
T h a n k stomy dad,
I've been a Washington
Redskins fan my entire
life, and nothing's going to
change that, not anytime
soon anyways. Sometimes
however, being a Skins fan is
not easy. Like my father, and
probably most other Redskins
fans out there, I find myself
SPORTS
yelling at the television more
out of anger than joy. As of
COLUMN
right now the Skins are 3-5
and have the worst record
in the NFC East. This is sad, espetially since
they have the talenttobe a serious contender
this year; they just aren't playing uptotheir
potential.
So far in every game the Skins have lost, with
the exception of last week's Pittsburgh Steelers
game, has been by no more than a touchdown.
The Redskins have been playing well on both
sides of the ball, but they aren't making the plays
when they really count. They have a problem
with digging themselves a hole and then having
tofightback. What they needtodo is come
out hard and get a little lead so that when the
customary dropped balls and fumbles come they
have a little cushiontowork with.

The Redskins have
been playing well on
both sides of the ball\
but they aren't making
the plays when they
really count
Last week against the Steelers, the Redskins
played pitifully. They had a season low 12 points
and an extremely high amount of dropped
passes, about 10 and a couple of those being
in die end zone. In an article from redskins,
com Redskins Head Coach Mike Shanahan told
Brian Tinsman, a lead writerforthe site, "I'm
disappointed in the number of opportunities we
had and plays we didn't make. It's been a long
time since I've had a game like this, relative to
that many opportunities that you didn't take
advantage of when guys were open."
Understandably, it was a rainy day, and with
Hurricane Sandy getting ready to come down in
force I imagine the wind may also have played
a factor. However, a pass is only considered
dropped if it is first deemed catchable. It is
possibletohave a pass hit a receiver's hands and
be deemed uncatchable. This was not the case
Sunday. Many of die passes that were dropped
were right on die money, the ball hitting the
hands of the receiver in stride and then somehow
finding its waytohit the turf, falling incomplete.
Robert Griffin III did well, considering the
weather; unfortunately however, the lack of
catches and conversions on the part of his
receiving corps ledtohis lowest career game
as a Redskin so far. Of his 34 pass attempts,
only 16 were completed, comingtoa whopping
total of 177 yards. Thaf s only a 47 percent pass
completion ratingforthe game. His lowest
amount of passing yards before that game was
182, and in that game he still completed 77
percent of his passes that game, other than that
he has not thrown for less than 200 yards in a
game where he took every snap. Unfortunately,
RGIII can't throw the balltohimself, so he's
goingtoneed the rest of the team to pick up
some of the slack.
Santana Moss, who has playedforthe Redskins
since 2005 attributed many of the drops in last
week's game, which was not typical of the
veteran receiver. Shanahan again told Tinsman
for the website, T don't care where the [ball]
placement is, 'As long as it hits your hand,
you better catch it or else you won't be in the
National Football League for very long." Moss
did managetosave some face however when
he ended up making two catchestoconvert on
fourth down keeping some important drives
alive, one of which being a touchdown on a
fourth-and-goal.
If die Redskins could just become a little more
consistent they would be a serious threat in
the NFC. Those couple dropped touchdowns
could have won the gameforthe Redskins and
helped them back on their waytoan even record.
Hopefully, in the coming weeks, they can get
their act together before it's too late to make a
playoff run, which is where they deservetobe if
they begintostep up.

*** This editorial is an opinion iWnifeythe writer and dot» not represent Ike
views of The Rotunda or Longwood University.
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Lancers Riding Hot Streak as NorPac Tournament Arrives
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
With separate losing streaks of four
and six games, the latter of which
started the season, the Longwood field
hockey team was not expected to do big
things once the NorPac made its visit to
Farmville this week.
The Lancers had other ideas.
LU (7-12, 6-2 NorPac) has won three
in a row and five of six, and with two
wins last week, they earned the East
Division's second seed for this week's
NorPac Field Hockey Conference
Championship in Farmville at the
Athletics Complex.
The Lancers' late-season run
continued with a 3-2 win over rival
Radford last Wednesday night at the
Athletics Complex. While Longwood

took the rivalry game win, eighth year
head coach Iain Byers was anything but
happy with the side's performance after
the match, telling longwoodlancers.com
that "Although we scored two goals, I
think the first half was one of the ugliest
performances we've played. We looked
flat and without desire and weren't
really up for the game. We had an
interesting team talk at halftime, and the
team recognized the areas they needed
to work on.
"We came out, didn't let them score in
the second half and got one ourselves.
It still wasn't particularly the prettiest
hockey we've played, but a win is a
win. We're happy with a win, but the
performance, I think the team would
agree, could be better."
Senior Christina Verhulst scored early,
converting on a Stacey de Grandhomme

penalty corner. Radford equalized because of the impending threat of
nearly 22 minutes in, with Stacey Hurricane Sandy, the game's outcome
Mackintosh scoring on her own rebound was never in doubt. A smaller-thanpast freshman keeper Meg Mitchell, normal crowd saw Longwood's hot
who was pulled at halftime in favor of streak continue with an 8-1 home win.
Amy Lewis, de Grandhomme scored Diaz, de Grandhomme and freshman
one of her own around six minutes Kim Ruiter each contributed two goals
later, tipping a Jessica Diaz pass past in the triumph.
Highlander goalie Sidney Encarnación.
"This was a great performance," Byers
Mackintosh tied it again just before the said. "We needed to have a performance
half off of a corner, leading to Byers' like that to ensure we can play at that
halftime tirade.
level. We made some very decisive
de Grandhomme converted on a moves in the first half. We played well,
Verhulst cross with 25:27 left to make moved the ball well and were affective
it 3-2 in favor of the hosts, and after around the cage. We could have scored
Longwood withstood a handful of late even more.
"This was a good game to have leading
Radford chances, they took the close
up to the NorPac Tournament, and we
decision.
Sunday was Senior Day against are really looking forward to hosting it
Appalachian State, the conference's this coming week."
Longwood will play the West
worst team. Moved to a 10:30 faceoff

Longwood vs. Appalachian State #5 Stacey de Grandhomme control» the ball while looking for her open teammates
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Division's third seed, the Cal Golden
Bears, Thursday night at 6:30 p.m. at the
Athletics Complex. The matinee games
will see No. 2 UC Davis go against No.
3 Davidson and top seeds Liberty and
Stanford playing Pacific and Radford,
respectively. The losers of those games
will play consolation games at either
11 a.m. or 6:30 p.m., and the winners of
the first-round games will play in the
conference semifinals; all four of those
will be Friday. There will be a consolation
match to determine third place at 11:00
on Saturday morning, followed by the
conference championship at 1:30 p.m.
The winner of the NorPac tide will
play the Mid-American Conference
champion (a school from the .Upper
Midwest) on Tuesday, Nov. 6 for a berth
in the 16-team NCAA Tournament.

Number 13 Ashley Drew goes after the ball during the Longwood vs. Appalachian State game.
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Women's Soccer Notebook: Lancers Advance in a Playoff Thriller
KEVIN GREEN

Staff Reporter

LU Lancer number 26 Shelby Hall dives to stop the ball, making one of many great saves during Saturday's game against the Liberty Flames.

Number eight Undaey Ottavio fights for the ball against a rival player at Saturdays Longwood vs. L»erty game.

Photos By: Laura Clarke

The Big South Tournament debut for
the Longwood Lancers women's soccer
team will officially be scored as a tie.
However, Saturday's game was a huge
step forward for the team. The Lancers
(13-5-2, 8-2-2 BSC) took down the
Liberty Flames (11-7-3, 5-4-2 BSC) 3-0
in penalty kicks to advance following
the 1-1 affair. Senior midfielder Nikki
Glisson delivered the nail in the coffin
by sneaking in a shot past Liberty
goalkeeper Karen Blocker.
19th year head coach Todd Dyer
said, "We knew it would take everything
we had and we knew it would be hard
... they gave us everything we could
handle."
The game featured almost every
kind of playoff drama possible. It
started inauspiciously for the Lancers
when senior goalkeeper Kyra Bryon
went down after making a diving save.
Dyer said, "She had to get a tittle bit of
treatment ... she was having trouble
breathing when she first came off."
According to Dyer, Byron hurt her
rips and her right leg on the play. "She's
got a welt [and] a bruise, but they ruled
out a fracture or anything serious like
that."
The net-minding job then went to
senior reserve keeper Shelby Hall. Hall
came up with a few huge saves in key
spots including a diving save in the 29th
minute to stifle a golden opportunity for
Liberty. Following the game, Hall said,
"Going in [to play] I was absolutely
terrified."
Despite the injuries, Byron came
back out and played the entire second
half. Dyer «confident that Byron will be
ready to go for Friday's semifinal match.
At halftime, the game was still a
0-0 deadlock as neither team could
breakthrough. In the 57th minute, senior
midfielder Lindsey Ottavio broke the
deadlock on a long-range crossing shot
Ottavio said, "To be able to score the
goal... i f s electrifying. I don't dream of
moments like that"
The Lancers nearly made the
one-goal advantage stick, but Liberty
had an answer. Following a free kick
opportunity, the Flames netted the

equalizer. Junior Casey Norris tapped"
in a brilliant short-range shot in the 85th
minute.
"That was a phenomenal goal, but
you hate to see it come to that," said
Dyer. The free kick was a result of a tieup between junior midfielder Kelsey
Pardue and a Liberty defender. "We
can't give up set pieces like that."
Following the game-tying goal,
freshman midfielder Alana Mackey
nearly won it on a shot that sailed wide.
Since neither team was able to break the
tie, the game went into sudden-death
overtime.
The Lancers were able to apply
a good amount of pressure in both
overtime periods. Much of the second
overtime was played on the Liberty side,
but again, no one could break the tie. A
couple of players, including sophomore
midfielder Kelsey McDonald, had
chances to end the game for the Lancers.
"We made it exciting. Maybe one of
those could have gone in, but it wasn't
going to happen. We had to do it the hard
way." The "hard way" in this instance
meant the game would be decided on
penalty kicks. According to Dyer, this
was something the team worked very
hard on during the week.
For the shootout Dyer made the
move to send Shelby Hall out there to
defend the net. Hall said, "When we had
the opportunity, Dyer came up to me and
flat-out told me 'you're switching in.'"
Hall made the move pay off by stopping
the first two attempts by the Flames.
According to Dyer, they knew the
day before that Hall would be the one if
it came down to PKs. "I told [assistant
head coach] Steve [Brdarski], 'Shelby is
crazy enough to save all of these.'" The
third miss by the Flames was a high shot
that bounced off of the crossbar. Shortly
following that Glisson's shot found the
back of the net.
The Lancers will now take on the
second-seeded Radford Highlanders
(12-2-4, 7-0-4 BSC) at Winthrop
University. The teams fought to a 0-0 tie
in the previous meeting on Oct. 18. The
game is set to start at 7 p.m. on Friday.
The winner will on Sunday play for the
Big South title against either High Point
or Winthrop.

